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A Matter' of: QuaUty
W-hen YOll decide to purchase a pfauter,
Kaap, Maag or Lorenz machine, you're
ma'kingl a. strong statement about quality.
Second best isn't good ,enough, you insist
on the linesi 'gear machinery available.
We share vour commitment and believe
you deserve the same quality when it
comes to service. That's why American
Pfauter's ~ield service team is the gear
industry's Ilargest and most experienced.
Now. we're making that team even better
to meet your ,continually changingl
service needs.

A MaHer lof IResponse
First 01all, we added five experienced fie'ld
service engineers to 'increase the level of
service we provide to, all 'OUf customers.
Next, we've expanded the electronics
tra'ini,ng our fie'ldl service peopl'e receive
to keep them current on the latest
technol'ogy. Wei've also made it easier to

mach our key service people at 3125

640-7501 to obtain prompt, accurate
answers to parts, and service related
questions. Finally; we're 'expand,ing the
use of our Service Scorecard to obtain
valuable customer input that will lead
to even 'greater service satisfaction.

A IMalte'r of Pride
Whlile your new machine is being,
instalted, or the next time it needs service,
take a few minutes to talk to our field
service engineer .... the man in the blue
coat. You have something in common. The
pride you feel for your machine is the
same Iprlide he puts into sel'VichlQ it He'll
be glad to answer your questions and
explain the tests and procedures he uses.
Aflera!!, your satisfaction is the most
accurate measure of his success ...
and ours. American Pfauter Lid., 925 IE.
Estes Avenue, IElk Grove Village, IL '60007.
Phone (31.2)640-7500.

,Building American Produdivily
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Who Says Quality Has to Cost More?
We Don't! New Angle Gear produces precision, hard finished

spiral bevel gearing, at cut and lapped prices.
Utilizing the Klingelnberg HPG·S method, state-

ot-the-art equipment delivers spiral bevel gears up
to 30 inches diameter, at AGMA Levels 10·13.And
New Angle gears accommodate higher loads
(torque) with "whisper" quiet operation. Or ... you
may opt to reduce gear size to further reduce cost.

Also, matched sets are a thing of the past with
our process of proven repeatability.

Our FREE quick facts brochure can
tell you a lot more ... Write or Call:

NEW ANGLE GIAR
King of Prussia, PA 19406
Phone: (215)337-5400
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Before you buy a CNCGear
~. Inspe,ction System, ask

these four questions

1. Can w,eget complete' inspection of
both gears and cutting t,ools?'
With the 1M& M .2000 QC System, the answer is
~. The system will test lead and involute profile
characteristics of internal or external gears and splines.
lit is the only universal gear tester available which provides
true' index testing without expensive attachments. In addition,
we have fuily-deve'loped software for checking: nabs, shaver
cutters, shaper cutlers, and other cylindrical parts such as
worms and cams.

Hob Pressure Angle Check Shaver Cutter Lead Check

2. Can you customize software to meet our quality-
inspection specificat,ions?
At M & M Precision, we write and develop our own inspection
software. Our technical team can and has implemented in·
spection specifications into specific software for individual re-
quirements.Our current library includes line/curve filting as
we'll as modified iK-chart analysis routines.

line/Curve Filling Modified K'Oh8l'l Analysis

3. OK, you can inspect gears
and cutting tools. What else is available to

aid us in quality control of the manufacturling
process?

At M & 1MPrecision, we have fully Integrated such advanced
software packages as Statistical Process Control and Tooth
Topography into our standard testing software. Our SPC pro-
gram can identify non-random variations and provide early
warning of variations which are approaching tolerance limits.
Our Tooth Topography software features automatic testing of
lead and involute at multiple locations and provides two- and
three-dimensional graphics.

SPC Run Chart Topological Map

4. Do you have the technical support team and in-
stallation experience to back up the hardware and
software provided?
At MI& M Precision, we have a technical team with over 45
man-years of experience in developing eNC gear inspection
hardware and software.Allsottware for our QC .2000 System
has been developed in-house. In addiltion, we have working
installations at these leading companies: .

• General Motors • Cincinnati! IMilacron
• TIRW • Chrysler
• Ford Motor • Pratt & Wllitney
.' Warner Gear • Rocketdyne

For details on our advanced QC .2000 System and available
software, contact MI& MIPrecision Systems, 300 Progress
Road, West Carrollton, Ohio 454491

, 5131859-8273.

'M5M PRECISION
_SYSTEMS

AN ACME CLEVELANC COMP4NY
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TECH~T)CALCi\LESD'l\.lt
The American Society for Metals an-
nounces its North American Forging
Technology Conference to be held on
March 3 J ~Aprll 1 In Cleveland. Ohio
Areas of discussion included In this
event are:

,. Aerospace Forging Technology
,. Precision Forging of Steels
,. Materials/Tooling/Processes
* Research/Development and

Future Applications.

For further Information contact

Mr. Don vamese
ASM International
Metals Park. Ohio 44073
1216) 338-5151

Call For Papers;

The Society of Manufacturing Engineers
has Issued a "Call for Papers" for the
1987 "Gear Processingand Manufactur-
Ing" clinic. The clinic is scheduled for
November 17-19 in Detroit. Michigan.

lndivrduals who wish [0 be considered
for a presentation should submit an
abstract 1100 words or iess] of the paper
to Joseph A. Franchini. Program Ad-
ministrator. SpeCialPrograms ClinICSDIVI-

sion, Society of ManufactUring Engi-
neers. One SME Drive. P.O. Box 930,
Dearborn. M148121. Abstracts must be
received no later than June 19. 1987.
For more details, contact Mr. Franchini
at (313)271-1500. ext. 394.

SME is offering the following workshops
and clinics:

Cutting Tool Matenals and
Applications
March 3-5
Itasca. IL

Metalworking COolants
March 111-19'
Dearborn. MI

Broachmq Technology
April 743
Indianapolis. IN

Advanced MachinIng
May 6·7
Dearborn, MI

6, Gear Technology

If you or your organization has an-
nouncements of interest to the Gear
Indust/)'. please let us know; Our
deadline for mcluding such items in a
particular Issueis the tenth of the month,
two months prior to publication.

For more information or to send copy.

contact:

Nancy Bartels, Assistant Editor
GEAR TECHNOLOGY
ro. Box 1426
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
{312} 437-6604

WITH GENERAL NUMERIC 3M8/4B-6 AXIS CNC
c c A o

NO PROBLEMS
- No gears to change
- No limit switches to set
- No mechanical cycles to adjust

JIUST PRODUCTION
-70% savings in set-up time
- Full range of canned-cycles
- Pitch accuracies to .AGM.A U

Pull range oj m.o(/pls up to 72" ilia. cIIoailabw.

---

Mod.el ZFWZ OSCNC EZ 20.0" Dia. - 2.5 D.r.

WMACHI E INC.

570 Bradley Hili Road • Blau-velt" New York 10913,
Phone (914)· 358-3330 - Gear Division,ChlCllgo. II. (312) 364-4530
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The Effect of Reverse Hobbing
at a High Speed

Abstract
It is commonly believed that for helical

gears. the hob thread must run in the same
direction as the gears and that the best cut-
'ting method for such gears is the climb cut.
But in the authors' opinion, conventional hob-
bing, using a hob wilh its helix running in the
direction opposite the gear, is more effective
for the high-speed manufacture of cornpara-
ltive]y small module gears for automobiles. In
this article the authors will prove experimen-
tally and theoretically that
reverse hob bing is very
effective [or improv-
ing both the life of
hobs and cutting
precision when
performing high-
speed, high-
fficiency

hobbing.

AlTfHORS:

DR. KISABURO NAGANO is Associate
Professor of Mechanical Engineering ,at
Kurume National Technical College. Kurume,
Japan. A graduate of Saga National Utliver-
sity, Dr. NagarlO is currently involved i'7
research on high speed hobbing with HSS hobs
and the cutting perfortnance of TiN-coated
HS5 hobs.

DR ..MASATO .AINOURA is Professor of
Mechanical Engineering at Kurume NationQI
Technical College. Kunlme .. !aparl. He has
been doing research in gear hoblling for nearly
forty years. He is responsible for the develop-
ment of carbide hobs and hobbers, carbide
skiving hobs and shaving hobs and screw-
sllaped hones.

ln 1966 he was awarded .the lapan Society
of Mechanical Engineering Paper Prize for
research 017 hobbing and again in 1979 for
research on the development of gear honing
machil1es with screw-shaped hones.

8 Gear Technology

Dr. Masa.to Ainoura
Dr. Kisaburo Nagano

Kurume National 'techmca] College,
Kurume, [apan

Intr£ld.uction
Today it is common practice when

climb hobbing to keep the direction of
the hob thread the same as that of the
helical gear. The same generalization
holds true for the mass production of
gears Ior automobiles. It is the authors'
opinion, however, that conventional
hobbing with a reverse-handed hob is
more effective for the high-speed manu-
facture of comparatively small module
gears for automobiles. The authors have
proven both experimentall.yand theoret-
ically that reverse-handed conventional
hobbing, using a multi-thread hob with
a smaller diameter is very effective for
lengthening the life of the hob and for in-
creasing rutting efficiency at high speeds.

Cutting function £If H£lb Teeth
Pig. 1(a) shows the same-handed climb

hobbing commonly used for cutting
helical gears, Fig. l(b) shows reverse-
handed hobbing using a hob set opposite
to a helical gear. Cutting edges on the
generating center are identified as Nos.
0, 1,. 2, etc. in the direction of roughing.

Fig. 2 shows the profile of cutting chips
theoretically calculated'" and the func-
tion of each top cutting edge when the
direction of the feed and 'the thread are
varied. Black areas are chips numb red
by every two cutting edges .. Note that
when reverse-handed, conventional hob-
bing is used, the entrance angle of every
cutting edge is larger, and the thickness
of the chips is reduced by half. (See



(a) Same-handed
climb hobbine.

Helical gear (R.H)

Helical ~ear (L.R)

(b) Reverse-handed
conv. hobbing

Fig. ] - Hobbing method of helical gear

(a) Same- (b)Reverse- (c) Reverse- (<l)Same-
handed handed handed handed
climb conv , climb conv .

I~

f2
I

6.7Smm
(m=3,PA20·,IRH,D-9Omm,N=14.HAIS·,Z-40,f-3mm/rev.)

'Fig. 2-Function of each topcutting edge

liL: Standard length of the chip
45: Thickness of the chip

liSe· il (deg.)

~ 0.3

Fig. J - Entrance Angle 8 of the cutting edge

Fig. '1 - The progress of the maximum relief wear (in case of a, slngle-thre d
non-coated hob)

Cutting Length: , Z-h'n/cosHA m

Hob:m&J,PA20·,lRH,n-90mm,N-14.M41
Gear :HA15°, Z~40. b")Omm ,SCM41 J .llorlRIIN
Cut t lng cond it Ion :V-12Om/mJ n , r- 'Imm/ Yl'V,

/_(d) ...."(11)

/
/ ... (c )..... .,,'''

/ «" ..."....
, ,...,. ..

/ ...
j ...

/ /~ ...- .. : (a) Samt'-handed climb
/ -;:.......... • ; (h) Revprs .. -handed conv ,«.... • ; (c) Reverse-handed cl 1mb

~ • : Cd) Same-handed conv.

5 15 2010

(a) Same (b) Reverse (c) Reverse
handed handed handed
climb conv. climb

Cd) Same
handed
conv.

Hob:m-3.PA20·,IRH.D-90mm.N-14,M4]
Gear:HA15·,7."40,b~SOmm.SCM415.140BHN
Cu t t ing condit ion! V-120m/min, f-5mm/Tev. t-l0 .4m

naturally, extraordinary wear at the cor-
ner of the cutting edge is very lirnited.(3)
In other words, the life of the hob is
greatly extended ..

Fig. 3.) Moreover, a conventionally
hobbed chip is long and thick. When the
entrance angle is smaller, wear is in-
creased, and the cutting edge is easily
chipped because the cutting edge barely
cuts in and tends to slip. When a chip
is thick and short, the deepest crater wear
is distant from t:he cutting edge. Then the
edge is hardly broken because the
temperature rises more siowly!Z) and,

Da_mageto a Cutting Tooth
Fig. 4 shows the maximum relief wear

after hobbing gears of SCM 415 case-
carburlzing steel for automobiles, using
a cutting speed of 120m/min. and a feed

fig. S-Comparisol'l of the crater wear

of 3 mm/rev, withouta hob shift. As
shown in the table ,the life of a hob is
the longest when reverse-handed conven-
tional hobbing has been used.

Fig. S shows the crater wear after five
gears (cuRing length "=10m)' were cut.
The amount oEcrater wear is least in the
case of reverse-handed conventional
hobbing because the temperature of a
cutting edge rises more slowly when Ithis

Marc'h/A'prill 1987 9



method is used and extraordinary wear
does not occur, From these figures, it can
be seen that reverse-handed conventional
hobbing is the most suitable method for
use at high speeds,

Fig. 6 shows a comparison of the max-
imum relief wear after same-handed
climb hobbing and after reverse-handed
conventional hobbing at a cutting speed
of 130m/min. and a feed of 5mm/rev.,
using a TiN-coated hob. (PVD method.)
The life of a TiN-coated hob is greatly
lengthened by the use of the reverse-
handed conventional method because
crater wear is 50 much less.

Fig. 7 shows the damage to each hob
after gears with a cutting length, 1=12m

~ 0.3

... 0.201~
)

X
<11
;i:

• I

Cuttin~ len~th: ~-Zxb'n/cosHA m

Hob :m=), 1'/\20· ,I RH.D=Ll.Dmm, N=12 .~134(+T iN)
Gear: BA30" ,Z=SU, h=5Umm,SCM415 ,lbllBHN
Cutting condiLinn:V=130m/min.f=5mm/r<'v.

Fig. 6 - The progress of the maximum relief wear (in the case of a single-thread TiN-coated hob)

(3) Damage of blade (1) Relief wear(1) Relief wear

~ 0.4 ~ 0.,.4'

~ 0.3
II)

) 0.2
""'II)

;:: 0.1
<!J~

~ 0.3'
<!J
). 0 ..2....
OJ

;:: 0.,1
£ o

(Blade No.4, 1=3m)o4

(2) Cutting !"\L.C

1section areal "(
e / \!e

~I-c R.C.?",,' i
16 12 8 4 0
Blade number A

Fig.7-(d) The same-handed

(4) Shape of chips(2)

~:l
Cutting section area

t~l"
L'1\R.G~

I NO.4\o 4 a 12 16
Blade number

Fig,7-(a) The same-handed climb hobbing hobbing

(l) Relief wear (3) Damage of blade (1) Relief wear

~ 0.3

l.....~0.'.'
.~ 0,1
.....& 0

~ O'3

l.....~.• 0.2.
.~ 0.1....
~ 0~

,.. . . . '10

o 14 (Blade No.12, '=18m)

(4) Shape of chips

12 0

(2) Cutting section a.rea (4) Shape of chirR (2) Cutting section area

~ 2[
-e ~)-

/._.L.C
/ .......<, r

~
16 12 8 4 0

I R,C

~o {; a 12 16
Blade number

Fig.7-(b) The reverse-handed conventional hubhing

'Jr:rr"
A mm No .14 .

Blade number
Fig.7-(c) The reverse-handed climb hobbing

Hob :m=) .PA20" ,3RH,.D=llOmm, N=12 ,M34. Non+con t cd (;,'i1X :HI\30° , Z=57 •b~60mm. SCM415(AISI 4118) ,140BHN
Cutting condition:V=130m/ndn,f=~mm/rev., Hobb ing machine:KS-14 Cutting oil:0aphne cut RS-4~1

Fig. '7- The relief wear and shape of chips in various hobbing methods (in the case of a triple-thread hob)

10 Gear technology



had been cut at a speed of 130m/min.
and a feed of Smm/rev. using a triple-
thread hob. Fig. 7(a) shows the damage
to a hob alter the same-handed climb
hobbing method was used. The graph
and photo at the top of the figure show
the maximum. :relief wear on each right
and left comer ..The figures below show
the cutting load(4) theoretically calcu-
lated at the right and left comers, and the
shape of the chips that come out from
the right and left comers.(SI

Fig.. 7(b) shows the amount of relief
wear after reverse-handed conventional
hobbing. The entrance angle of the cut-
ting chips at the right and left comers
(See Fig. 4.) is larger in comparison to
Fig. 7(a). As cutting speed increases, the
amount of wear decreases .. The cutting
load to each blade also decreases as the
number of cutting blades increases.

Fig. 7(c) shows the results of reverse-
handed climb hobbing, and Fig. 7(d)
shows the results of same-handed con-
ventional hobbing, As the figures show,
there is a great difference between the
cutting load of the right and left corners,
and the amount of damage is greater
than Fig. 7(b).

Fig.S shows the comparison of the
maximum relief wear after hobbing at a
high speed and feed with a. triple-
threaded hob. The amount of damage is
inlluenced by the cutting method, and it
is more evident when triple-threaded
hobs are used.

from these figures, :it can be seen that
the reverse-handed conventional bobbing
method with a multi-threaded hob at a
high speed and feed is indispensable for
improving cutting efficiency.

Answer to HJgher Efficiency
Influence of a large feed. When using

a multi-threaded hob, it is important to
perform at high speed and with a large
feed to increase cutting efficiency ..Fig. (}
shows 2-.,3-, 4-, and 5-thread hobs for
this experiment. All hob dimensions are
the same.

Fig..10 shows the maximum relief wear
after same-handed conventional hobbing
and reverse-handed conventional hob-
bing at various amount of feed with a
double-threaded hob. In the case of
same-handed climb hobbing, the hob life
can be lengthened when the amount of
feed is less. In the case of reverse-handed
conventional hobbing. the hob life can

(d) Same-handed
• cony. hobbing
I 6(a) Same-handed

" .I climb hobbing
!'J /

/ I •(c) Reverae-

.1 / ."./' handed climb
,... __ ." hobbing

/
/.6"" __.- -...--.

o 1· ..... _.----w- '--'--1h) Reverse-. I'~-- .-....-- handed cony.
~.----- hobbing

°O~----~5-------1~0-------1~5------~20--

~ 0 ..4

I-<

~ 0.3
)

Cutting length: 1 111

Hob:m-3,PA20o,3RH,D-IIOmm,N-12,H34
Gear:RA30°,Z-S7,b-6Omm,SCH415,140BHN
Cutting condition: V-130m/min ,f-Smmirev.

Fig. 8- The progress of the maximum relief wear (in case of a triple-thread non-coated hob)

Fig.. 9 - Multi-thread hobs with small diameter

~ 0.2
<II
)

K 0.1
i!

°0~--~2~0~--~4~0----6~0~--r8~0--~1~0~0--~1~20~
length: ! m

~ 0.3 (b) Reverse-handed conv.

~ 0.2
QI
)

• O.
:0:

i!!
20 40 60 80 100 120

Cutting length: i m
Hob:mz2,PA20o.2RH,O-90mm.N-12,H35
Gear:RA30·,Z-S3,b-33mm,SCH415.140BHN
Cutting cond1tion:V-106m/min,f-3&bmm/rev.

Fig, IO-lnfluence of hob feed (in the case of a 2-lhread hob)

MarchI April! 1967 11



Same+handed dimb hobbing

4-thread I'" ;.
,/ ,.,/"'2-thread

.,.~/

&'".t"/f·
°O~--~2~O~--~40~--~6~O--~8~O~~I~O~O--~12~O~'

Cut t ing Leng th: ~ m

,(b) Rever!le-handed conv hObb::---<-ing, ,_'

~ 0.3, ,~, " =',2,-t,h,re,ad _' 4-thread~ ~'- -

~ 0.2 _~.
3 / ••
, ,./~
~ 0.1 ./'

;:,:

20 40 60 80 100 120
Cutting length: i m

Hob:m=2.PA20·,2RH & 4RH,D=9Omm,N"12,M35
Gear :HA30·"Z-B3, b~3)!!l!!l.SCM415 ,,140BHN
:::utting eond I t ion,:V"106m/min "f-3!ll!ll/rev,,,

Ca) Same-handed climb (b) Reverse-handed conv.

0.0 II Blade No.n Blade No.16

Hob :m.. 2 ,PA20· ,4RH,N-12 ,D-90!!ll!l,.MJ5+TIN Unit:rnm
Gear :HA30" ,Z=77 ,b--33!!1l!1,SCM415 ,,140BHN
Cutting cond iHon: V-106m/min .f=3mm/x,ev. ,t=161m

go"

(b) Reverse-handed
conv. hobbing

100 150 20050
Cuttinp: lenl'\th: m

~o. ../
(a) Same-handed

climb hobbing

~O.
:E

ISO 200100
Cutting Leng t h r m

Hob:m"2,PA20·,4RH & SRH,D-90lll!ll.N=1.2.M35
Gear:HA30·.Z-77.b-33mm,SCM415,140BHN
Cutting cond Lt ion::VzlO6m/min ,f=) (, .2.4mmlrev.

be lengthened when the amount of feed
is greater. Thenfore revene-handed
conventional hobbinc illUItable for in-
creasing hobbins ef8dency.

A multi-thrMded hob Pia. 11 com-
pares the maximum relief wear after
I8me-handed climb hobbq n reverse-
handed conventional hobbtna under the
same cutting conditions when the num-
ber of threads varia Pia U shows the
crater wear (contour ~ of a four-
thread hob.

Under the same cutI:ins conditions. the
hob life is shortened in ame-handed
dbnb hobbins as the number of hob
threads inaeasea. ne life of the hob is
dramatically increaMd when reveree-
handed conventional hobbJnaii uaed and
the number of hob threadt 1naeaIed.

Fig. 13shows the e&ect of the reverse-
handed conventional hobbins with
4-thread and 5-tlwad bobs that are TIN-
coated. The life of a multI-thruded and
TiN~oated hob is anatJy IDaeaIed and
the amount of wear .-ttY c:Iecreued
when reverse-hnclecl L'IOmIIltfoMl b0b-
bing is used.

Smaller tlitmtBn hob. PIs. ushows
the life of a Iarpr diamettl' multi-
threaded hob and a smaller diameter
multi-threaded/11N-caated hob used for
cutting dfffenntial driw ring pars in
automobiles. If we IUppCtIt that a hob
is retbarpened when the maximum reUef
wear is O.3mm the cattma length be-
comes about am (115 pes.) without
hob sbiftina. Many .... am be pr0-
duced before reabarpenina because a hob
can be shifted.

Hobbiaa 01 HeIIal • Pro8le
SNWCaII

Recently ~ pan have
been profUe-shifted. In the cue of high
speed hobbing of profile Ihifted pan
addendum modifJcatfoft lfI8I:ly in-
fluenced hob wear IIII1I-hImded climb
hobbing. Faa:.15 thowI the prosress of
hob wear after IIIn with
various addeoIfsaa WIle

cut at high speed. pniBa for
both reversH!Id .......,..." conven-
tional cuttins are Ja the cue of
revene-handed conveotkmlll bobbing,
addendum modJ8cation .. little in-
8uence on bah wean the
reverse-handed c:oaveattoDaI hobblna
method is IUItabIe for pa8JHhifted
pars.
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CattIna PrecisIon
Fig. 16 shows the tooth profile errors

and lead erron of helic:al gears cut by a
sin&Ie-thrud hob. The cutting conditions
are the same u in Fis. 4. The cutting
Pftdsion of the revene-handed, conven-
tionally bobbed ..,. is better than that
of the same-haded, climb hobbed ones.

Fig. 11showa the lead error of helical
sean with 5 _ 10depee helix angles,
when both same-hIncIed dimb bobbins
and comoemionaI ~
biDs haft ~ (In bath cases, the
pan.. 01~ Iteel
SOd 4151HB1.6O far aalmiiUlbiJa.)

( ')S me-handed
cLdmb hobbing
HA 5° - HA

, R ~

Same-handed
climb
(HAlO·)

LJ1R
cony.

HA S"

- -

Hob :m-J"PA200 ,.lRH. D-IOOm!!!,N-14 ,toilS
Gear:Z-30.b-SOmm,SCM415,160BHN
Cutt ing condi tion :v-aOm/min ,f-3mmfrev.



Adhesion under' hobblflg
Hob':.-] .,,,20· tiM ~D-H,i/,.am"N-llo ,11)S
Gu.,HA)" ,Z-)D ,b-So.,SOl'15 .lb08HN
Cut tiD.R condit ion, :y-80./.10. r·JflIIA/ rev. Ie! 1mb

Fla. 18-The adhesion of each cutting edge

Fig. 18 shows the adhesion of each cut-
ting edge in the gear with a helix angle
of 5 degrees. This adhesion on each cut-
ting edge makes the lead error and the
tooth profile error worse in the case of
the same-handed climb hobbed gear. On
the other hand, Iittle adhesion comes out
in the case of the reverse-handed, con-
ventionally hobbed gear or one with a
large helix angle.

Fig. 19 shows the lead error of a helical
gear cut by a 30 degee reverse-handed
conventional hob with multi-threads and
small diameter and TiN coating. When
the number of hob threads and the gear
helix angle increases, the hob setting
angle becomes larger, and the component
of the cutting force occurs in the direc-
tion of the table rotation of the hobbing
machine. (See Fig. 20.) While the top of
the hob blade is working, the cutting
force is strong enough to accelerate the
table, and while it is not working, the
cutting force is not strong enough.

Naturally, lead error comes out at the
end of hobbing. Therefore, it is necessary
to eliminate the torsion. backlash and
relative displacement of transmission
system from a hob to a table and to
eliminate the backlash of master worm
gears.

Ag. 19- Lead error after reverse-handed con-
ventional hobbing with multi-thread hob

HUb :m-1. PAlO· .b-I!I 7!!!!!1!!, N-10 ,H)Ji +Tnl
of".cllt':;HA]O· • it- 5111.h-6a.., SCMII.:l:O,l60IJltlI
C\..tt 11'1Jtcondl [(on:II.8s./ad n, '-./rev.

P!l;'lI'l!'rl!!-- n.lnd~ C~H'\v ,
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Fig. 20 - Component of a
cutting force and the direc-
lion of gear rotation

D:lrectlcm of
hob r o t a.t ion
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t.H.Helical gear

Fig. 21 - Influence of hob feed
after the reverse-handed con-

ventional hobbing with triple-
thread hob

f-2mm/rev. f-4mm/tev.

lIeb :m-J, PIl20·, JRH,O-81mm ,.NMlO "H34+TIN
Gar: HA30· "Z=54, ,b-/iOmm.,SCM420 "l60BHN
Cut t Ing condit:!on :V-81m/min ,Reverse-ha,nded

conventional nabbing

Ag. 22- Influence of hobblng
machinepopular nobbing

machine
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machine with
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:1 o 60
"""'-um

Hob,mz),PA20",JRH,D=81mm,N-lO,M34+TiN
Gear 'HAlO" ,Z-54 "SCH420 ,160B'HN,b-6Omm
Cut tin!': ccnd i r ion, V=81m/rnIn, f':'Jmm/rev.

Reverse-handed cony.

Hydraulic motor

Fig. 23- Carbide hobbing machine with additional motor



Fig. U shows the lead error of gears
reverse-handed and conventionally
hobbed with a triple-threaded hob using
an ordinary hobbing machine. The lead
error becomes larger as theeutting Foree
of the hob increases.

Fig. 22 shows the comparison o.f lead
errors occurring when a gear is reverse-
handed and conventional~y nabbed on a
ordinary hobbing machine with those
taking place when a gear is hobbed with
additional rotation to the master worm
axis to eliminate the 'torsion, backlash
and relative displacement of a table driv-
ing system on a direct-drive hobbing
machine, as shown in Fig. 23.(61 Figs ..24
and 25 show the improvements of lead
error on an ordinary hob bing machine.

As a countermeasure, it is important
to prepare the direct drive hobbing
machine with high rigidity when helical
gears witha large helix angle are reverse-
handed and conventionally hobbed at
high speeds and feeds, using a multi-
thread hob.

Conclusion
The authors have proven both ex-

perimentally and theoretically that the
reverse-handed conventional hobbing is
more effective than same-handed climb
hobbing when cutting comparatively
small module mass-production gears at
high speed and ,efficiency .. But it is also
important to reduce the torsion,
backlash, and relative displacement of
the driv:ing system Ior generating motion,
such as master worm gears, on a direct-
drive hobbing machine. It is further
recommended that reverse-handed hob-

(continued on page 46)

[g. 24= lmprovement of lead error on an ordinary hob-
Ing machine
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Fig ..2.5 - Improvement of lead error on an ordinary hobbing machine

Forest City Gear tsaturea the most modern gear cutting facUity
available to you in tihe worl'd. We specialize iin hobbing and
shaping ultra preclsionqeara in lo~ medium and high volume.
We also offer crown hobbing on the' latest auto~~loading
hobbing machines.

The next time you need precision gears, come to The Source.
Forest City Gear, 11715 Main st, p.o. Box 80, Roscoe,lt 610.73.
(815) 623-21;68
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Crowning: A Cheap Fix for Noise
Reduction and Misalignment
Problems and Applications

Noisy gear trains have been a common problem for
gear designers for a long time. With the demands for
smalier gear boxes transmitting more power at higher
rpms and Incumbent demands for greater efficiency,
gear engineers are always searching for new ways to
reduce vibration and limit noise without increasing
costs.

Some popular solutions to the noisy gear problem
are enlarging the pinion to reduce undercut. using
phenolic. delrin or other noise absorbing products
where possible, or changing to a helical gear train.
Other methods Include tightening speoncaaons to in-
sure greater gear quality or redeSigning the acoustrcal
absorption characteristics of the gear box. Occasion-
ally, experimentation with gear ratios can limit har-
monic frequency amplification, which otherwise can
cause a gear box to amplrfy noise like a finely tuned
stereo system. The engineer can also study material
and hardness requirements so that rnocficanons may
be made to minimize heat treatment distortion or pes-
Sibly eliminate the need for heat treatment entirely.
Particular attention must also be paid to gear geometry
to insure maximum contact. [I J

Another approach to the gear noise problem which
yields good results is crowning or barreling of the
teeth. This technique involves changing the chordal
thickness of the tooth along its axrs. This modification

Frederick Young
Forest City Gear, Roscoe, I"inois
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1968 He ISa graduate of Rockford College, where he studied
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enrrnnates end bearrng by offering a contact beanng In
the center of the gear.

A second benefit of the crowning approach to gear
cutting is the minimization of misalignment problems
caused by Inaccurate machining of the casting, hous-
ing, shafting, gear boxes or beanng JOurnals. Crown-
ing can also reduce lead problems in the gears
themselves which cause the gears to wear unevenly
and bind because of eccentricities and position errors.
Obviously, the gear With a center contact IS Jessaf-
fected by discrepant manufacturing or design; further-
more, one can reduce the backlash requirements and
allow the gears [0 wear In rather than wear out

Shaving is a secondary gear finishing operation
done after rough hobblng or shaping to create the
desired crown. Crown shaving has long been a
popular method especially in manufacturing coarse
pitch gears. With the recent evolution of gear equip-
ment capable of crowning while cutting, the need for
shaving Just to achieve a crown is eliminated.

Two variations of the crown shaving method Will
produce a gear to compensate for off-lead or misalign-
ment conditions. One approach produces a crown by
rocking the table during the reoprocation of work and
cutter. The degree of crown ISreadily changed by ttus
method. The other approach is plunge feeding, which
requires dressing the shaving cutter to the desired
crown. Generally, It ISfaster [0 plunge feed, but the
technique can sUbJea the cutter [0 greater wear Of
course, it is more difficult to change the crown

Provided one starts with good quality gears, snavmq
Improves the quality of profile and reduces error in the
gear tooth through the cutting and burnishing action
of the cutters.

The crown form can be produced on gear teeth In
several other ways. One method ISto shape the gear

16 Gear Technology



by use of a crown cam In (he snaper back off
mechanism. The proper radius of the gear IScalculated
by uSing the amount of crown on the flank and the
pressure angle of the gear. Unfortunately. the blocks.
while not complex, tend to be expensive.

The advent of the latest generation of gear equo-
rnent has made two methods of crowning while hob-
bing popular Both methods produce crowns by In-
creasing and cecreasmq the center distance of cutter
to work. The first method unnzes phYSical copyIng of a
template by a hydrocopYlng or mecnarucal follOWing
devke. Ttus allows raper hobblng or even [he creation
of sinusoidal wave forms jf deSired. More recently. the
second method. CNC hobblng. has come Into vogue.
Depending on software limitations. CNC allows cut-
ting gears In almost any deSIred form. A disadvantage
to thiS approach IS the high cost of the equipment.

Who is USing thiS gear cutting technology today7
Users of heaVily loaded gears have been uSing crown-
ing for quite some time. Another area ripe for the use
of crowning ISIn the manufacturer of hydraulrc wob-
ble motors Here. the application ISstrictly for misalign-
ment problems rarher than for norse reduction. An
allied area Involves neavuy loaded pinions used In ac-
tuators for aircraft control surfaces. Generally speaking.
it ISmore advantageous to crown the pinion because
It makes more revolutions per minute and may
generate more norse In this case. It ISof paramount
Importance to compensate for load deflection.

Unfortunately. few people In the United States have
been applying ttus technology to commercial fine pitch
gearing However. the few manufacturers who have
trred It are most pleased with the resuns. Some users
have reported a fJV€-to-tenfold reduction In norse. ac-
companied by less vibration. wear and power draw.
Pnme candidates for use of the crowning technique
are the small rractonai horsepower motor manufac-
turers or anyone dealing With spur or helical prnons
susceptible to norse or misalignment. Because crown-
Ing on foreign gear hobblng equprnent has been
available for a greater length of time. the method has
been developed [0 a greater extent In Europe.
Amerrcan manufacturers would be wise to take ad-
vantage of the availability of rtus kind of technology.
Exploration of crowning as a solution to norse and
misalrgnment problems can produce a real competitive
advantage for gear manufacturers and users.

References
GITCHEL. KEN R. "Punlng More 'Teeth' In Your Gear
Desiqn". Machine DeSign. Oct 9, 1986
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ing and checking prerequisites and sufficiently accurate
reference faces for determining the axis can be determined.
On large gears, they are usually represented either by two
sufficiently distant radial reference cylinders; e.g., by the
bearing surfaces, or one radial and one axial reference face.
(Fig. 1)

Checking Large Gears
Erwin J. Guenter

Maag
Zurich, Switzerland

Reliable Measurement - A Necessity for
Economic Production

Gear manufacturing schedules that provide both quality
and economy are dependent on efficient quality control
techniques with reliable measuring equipment. Given the
multitude of possible gear deviations, which can be found

I only by systematic and detailed measuring of the gear teeth,
adequate quality control systems are needed. This is especially
true for large gears, on which remachining or rejected
workpieces create very high costs. First, observation of the
gears allows adjustment of the settings on the equipment right
at the beginning of the process and helps to avoid unproduc-
tiw working cycles. Second, the knowledge of deviations pro-
duced on the workpiece helps disclose chance inadequacies
on the production side: e.g.. faults in the machines and tools
used. and provides an opportunity to remedy them.

Selection of Measuring Methods
The application for which a gear is intended and its

specified quality grade will determine which checking method
should be used. Certain checking methods cannot serve as
reliable criteria for gear performance in all cases. The radial
(double flank) composite deviation test, for instance, is not
a suitable checking method for gear speed and torque
transmission capacity or for gear noise. Furthermore, one
measurement may be substituted for another; for example,
the tangential composite test for the cumulative pitch
measurement. Therefore, it is neither economic nor necessary
to measure every different kind of defined gear deviation,
such as, run-out, radial or tangential (single flank) composite
deviation, single pitch. cumulative pitch, profile and helix
deviation, undulation and surface roughness. Which of the
inspection methods should be applied depends chiefly on the
function of the gear. on its quality degree, and sometimes
also on the manufacturing method by which the gear teeth
were machined.

In many cases other conditions are imposed by special ac-
ceptance regulations or by the limitations of available inspec-
tion equipment. Many gear accuracy characteristics are
related to the gear axis. Therefore, two important machin-
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M.g Gear Wheel Company, Zurich, Switzerland. He has worked
for Maag for thirty years and has been manager for research and
dewlopment on gear checking machines and illstnmle'1ts since 1965.
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Individual Pitch Checking
Relative measurement

Up to now, individual pitch accuracy of large gears has
generally been checked by applying the chordal (relative)
measurement. With this method, the length of chord between
the two contact points on two consecutive corresponding
flanks is measured. The individual pitch deviation arrived
at by this method is the difference between the actual
measured value and the mean value of all measurements
taken around the circumference.

Testers used for chordal pitch measurement usually bring
two feelers into the tooth spaces to exactly the same depth.
The gear under inspection is slowly turned and the feelers
are moved in and out in an appropriate rhythm. (Fig. 2)

Absolute measurement

New developments in improved angular decoder systems
allow the introduction of angular (absolute) measurement for
large gears. Measurement is performed by controlling the
dividing angle via optical or electronic instruments, whereby
the feeler senses the actual position of the flank. (Fig. 2)
Angular measurement supplies the individual pitch deviation
as the difference between the readings (In two consecutive
flanks, minus the theoretical pitch.

Control of individual Pitch Accuracy by Base Pitch Checking

Under certain conditions, control of uniformity of normal
base pitches is a substitute for transverse individual pitch
checking. This auxiliary method, usually performed by using
a hand instrument according to Fig. 3, should, however, only
be applied when the gear has not been machined with a
multitooth cutter or with a single thread hob or grinding
wheel. Otherwise, measured values would basically show
only the pitch accuracy of the tool, but not of the gear. (Fig. 4)

Base pitch measurement is independent of the gear axis;
any eccentricity of the gear does not influence the recorded
result. Therefore, and also because the two feelers do not con-
tact identical flank points, the base pitch checking cannot
serve for determining cumulative pitch deviations.



.... 1-Definition of gear axis

fI,.

fig. 2- Relative and absolute individual pltch checking

Fig. 4-1dentical simultaneous contact points on multi-tooth machining nd
on checking

Fill.5- 5ettjng of Feelers for chordal (relative) pitch checking

Cumulative Pitch Checking For determining the cumulative pitch deviation by chor-
dal measurement, the two feelers must be set so that they
contact as nearly as possible identical flank points, at th mo-
ment when the reading is taken, (Fig. 5) This is in order to
avoid accumulation of inadequacies of measurement due to
irregular Hank form and surface roughness. (Fig. 6)
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Hans, CI and Cl, curve "c" is obtained, the measuring result
showing a total cumulative pitch deviation of IS units, which
in reality does not exist.

When applying the angular measurement, the cumulative
pitch deviation results directly as the difference between the
two readings of angles at both ends of the arc considered.
minus the theoretical angle of the corresponding sector. The
angle values are converted to length values by multiplica-
tion by the pitch radius.

Fig. 6 - Wrong checking results due to incorrect setting of feelers

Fig.. 6 illustrates the schematic situation. With the feelers
set in correct (identical) radial positions, Al and A2, (Plane
O. curve "a" is established, and the total cumulative pitch
deviation amounts to six units. In other coned settings; e.g ..
in Plane ]1, slightly different but still correct. curves with
a similar deviation (curve "b" with five units) would result.
Results with different, but correct, probe settings can vary
by the sum of the form deviations within the relevant part
of both flanks.

If. however, the feelers a:re set incorrectly to different posi-

20 Gear Teohnology

Fig. 7 - Span pitch checking - inspection by sectors

.mnspection by Sectors, Span Pitch Cheddng
If the cumulative pitch deviations are to be determined

from chordal individual pitch measurements, substantial
measuring er:rors can occur in the case of gears with a large
number of teeth. These measuring errors are caused by the
possible summation ofer:rors of the many individual. readings
and by inadequacies of measurement due to irregular flank
form deviations when the two reelers do not contact exactly
the same flank points.

In order to reduce the number of readings and. hence. the
uncertainty in checking, the use of "span pitch checking"
(Fig. 7) is recommended.

With this method, the cumulative pitch deviation is not
determined on each individual pitch, but on successive sec-
tors containing a certain number of pitches.

The number ·of pitches per span is selected as, Iorexem-
ple, to supply 3. sufficient number of plot points tor the
cumulative pitch deviation curve. On the other hand, it is
limited with respect to practical and feasible instruments. A
practical guide to the number of pitches (5) per span is ex-



GEAR HOBBING
FL XIBILI

¥lith CI KLI
Optimum flexibility is achieved with 3 or
6 axis eNC controlled gear hobbing. Clrna-
Klingelnberg Series Hobbers are perfectly
suited for mass production of spur and hellcat
gear sizes up to 15"0.0. Fully interactive with
central computer systems (ONC),CK Series
Hobbers can be furnished as complete sys~
terns to automatrcally accommodate similar
part configurations. Systems can include auto-
matic hob changing, part feeding, pre and
post gauging and other ancillary systems.
Greater productivity is realized due to mlnl-
mum downtime between cycles and higher
cutting and feeding speeds. User·friendl,y CK
senes Hobbers can be totally automated for
even greater cost efficiency.

Higher quality and total repeatability are
designed-in features of the CK Series Hobbers.
AGMA -11 quality is attainable.
Lower operating costs and higher quality
levels can be yours with CK Ser,ies Hobbers.
Isn't that just what you need to remain
cornpetttlve in today's World Marketplace?
Your first step may be to contact: Klingelnberg
Corporation, 15200 Foltz Industrial Parkway

Cleveland, OH 44136
- ~ Phone (216)572-2100

FAX (216)572-0985.
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pressed by the formula and the diagram shown in Fig. 8.
Nevertheless, the rules for setting the feelers must be
observed.
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Checking of Profile
Most testing instruments reveal the involute tooth profile

by following the Bank contour with a stylus and producing
profile diagrams whereby the norminal involute is represented
by a straight line. The diagram length is equal or, if magnified,

100
1+---~~~~~~~~~~-+L-~~--~--~+----+----+--1~
o 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 Z

Fig.. 8-Guide to the number (5) of pitches per span pitch checking

A E F
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fig. 9- Relation between involute tooth profile and profile diagram

proportional to the length, LAP, of the base tangent between
the two end points of the involute profile Of the length, LAE,
corresponding with the active profile. (Fig. 9)

After checking, the actual profile is compared with 'the
design profile (involute or modified involute) and the profile
deviations are determined according to gear standards.

For recording the profile quality of very large gears,
development goes mainly in the direction of applying measur-
ing systems which are either transportable or fitted on to the
gear production machine.

In cases where profile checking on large gears is not possi-
ble, the profile slope accuracy may be controlled by the aux-
iliary method of measuring the absolute value of the base
pitch, for example, by using the hand instrument shown in
Fig ..3. For this purpose, the instrument needs to be calibrated
with an appropriate gauge. However, as measured values of
base pitches are influenced by both pitch deviations and flank
ferm deviations, this substitute procedure is only of
reasonable use if pitch and flank form accuracy is very high.

Preferably, the actual absolute base pitch is determined as
a mean value of several flanks. It must be assured that the
measuring contact points do not lie in zones with profile or
helix modifications.

With respect to the high costs of rernachining a large gear,
a "wrong" profile slope or pressure angle with does not cor-
respond with the theoretical or the design value, in many
cases is not corrected, but the mating pinion is machined to
the same "wrong" value: If gear and mating gear have the
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same plus or minus profile slope deviation, the deviation is
mutuaUy compensated tor and flawless meshing is attained
in spite of the difference between theoretical and actual value.

CheckLngof Helix
Helix accuraey is usually depicted by the helix diagram,

the length of which is equal, or proportional to, the usable
face width. It shows the helix deviations relative to a straight
line, the latter representing the unmodified pure helix.

In the past, for lack ofchecklng equipment, the helix qual-
ity of very large gears and the mutual matching accuracy be-
tween gear and pinion have exclusively been inspected either
by inserting a feeler guage between the flank and its mate
Flank or by examining the gear tooth contact pattern. By the
laUer means, a thin, even layer ,of blue or r-ed dye is applied
toa few consecutive teeth of the gear. Then, with the pinion
shaH braked, the gear is rotated back and forth, so that the
colored teeth pass through mesh several times. Fig. 10 shows
an example of a recorded pattern configuration obtained by
placing transparentadhesive tape to the pinion fla.nk. This
no-load tooth contact test (normally made on the working
flanks, on ill meshing rig or in the gear box) is performed on
the non-working flanks if the working flanks are provided
with relatively pronounced helix modifications, rendering
them unsuitable for this test.

Helix misalignment. sometimes only ascertained when the
gears are assembled in the gear box, is generally corrected
by remachining of one of the mating gears or, especially in
the case of single helical gears, by appropriate setting of
specially designed adjustable bearings.

Newly developed more accurate checking ,equipment con-

Fig. 11- Undulation dlagrarn

tributes to more economical production of large gears in that
the helix contour can be measured to a very high reliability,.
either directly on theproduction machine or on a gear
measuring center .. Together with the improved accuracy ln
machining the bores .in the gear boxes, expensive adjustable
bearings or even more costly remachining of gear elements
can be avoided.

Checking of Undula.tion
The (helix) undulation is defined as the total wave helght

(fw,s) of waves of like height and like wave length ( )3) along
the helix of helical gears, (Fig. 1:1,)
(continued on page 26)
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.Fig.. 1.Z - Principle of undulation measurement

Due to the characteristic of equally distant flank deviations
causing accelerations o.f constant frequency, even slight un-
dulations can impair the performance quality (vibration,
noise, surface load endurance) of a gear train considerably.
Therefore, it is often necessary to restrict undulation
amplitudes to relatively stringent 'tolerances. Generally, by
projection on the circumference, the wave length allows deter-
mination of the number (nM) of periodic machine distur-
bances oeeuring around the whole gear circumference. See
below,

d .. 11' • h '\(.1' direct f .
'\ (.1 . (.1 WIt "*' In . lrectlen .0 axis
"'" .. tan/"

d" 11'nM = with )..(3in direction of helix
)..(3 • sin(3

where d = pitch diameter,and (3 = helix angle.

As to the sources of helix undulations, those of particular
interest are attributed to the worm, gear mechanism of work
tables of gear generating machines: The ridges and troughs
of undulations caused by tooth meshing defects of the worm
gear drive 0.1' by its location bearings run parallel er nearly
parallel to the straight generators .of the machined helical
teeth flanks. If the worm gear drive uses a single thread
worm, which is mostly the case, the prajectianof the un-
dulation on the circumference aJ the gear represents an in-
tegral part of the whole circumference. Hence, the resulting
meshing defect impairs the gear performance by an unbroken
cydic vibration. The number of undulations around the
machined gear is equal to the number of teeth of the table
worm wheel,

The relevant wave length appearing in the helix diagram
Dr in the undulation diagram, related to direction of gear axis,
is given by

d .' 11'
tan(3

Helix undulation measurements according to. the principle
of Fig. 12 show double the amount .of the actual undulation
error fw{J. Distance, s, between the sliding pads is to be set
either to the supposed wavelength, {3, 'or to an uneven multi-
ple of it; with s equal to. an even multiple of (3, the recorded
value would theoretically be zero.

)..{3=
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Machines and .Instruments for Checking Large Gears
According to the demands of industry, development of gear

testing equipment has to assure utmost accuracy, ease of
operation, and in the interest of economics. short measuring
times. Because documented inspection has become more and
more essential, automatic recording and analysis of measur-
ing is also a requirement.

The instruments and systems described in the following are
examples of developments 'embodying these aims.

Measuring Machines for Gears up to Two Meters
Machines have been designed for gears up to 2000

millimeters in diameter and up to a weight of UOO kilograms.
They are capable of checking profile, helix and, together with
additional devices, pitch, run-out, undulation and surface
roughness of tooth flanks,

Before starting the measurement, the stylus is
automatically set to the flank to be checked. By means of
the optional recording and analyzing system which incor-
porates a desk computer, the test results can be numerically
recorded, stored, analyzed and plotted. The software system
allows a wide selection of program options suited for in-
dividual requirements,

The typical measuring accuracy achieved on the checker
can be quantified hy the fcllowing formulas:

Profile: 0.35 + ...1... + ~ (urn)
28 2800'

.JbHelix: 0.35 + -.::..=...-- (.urn)
15 'cos fj

whereby y,. = roll angle in degrees

d = pitch diameter in mm

b = face width in mm

fj = helix angle

Fer a sample gear of 6.8mm module, 1800m_m pitch
diameter, 325mm face width. 180 helix angle and 3.30 roll-
ing angle (root to tip}, the measuring uncertainty fer profile
and for helix amounts to 1.1 and 1.6 .um. respectively, for
typical. absolute accuracy (U9S); 1.6 and 2 ..3 ,um,respective-
ly, for gua:ranteedabsolute accuracy; 0.4 and 0.7 ,urn, respec-
tively, far guaranteed repeatability.



fig. U-Gear measuring system linked with it large gear gr.incler

CNC Pitch Checking Instrument
A mobile pitch tester 'can be employed universally, the onJy

condition being a slowly rotating table for setting the
workpiece or an equivalent drive system for a setup between
centers. ]t is applied either directly on the machine tool or
ana special setup for testing ..

MobilJ! Profile Checking Instrument
Mobile instruments can be used. for checking the profile

accuracy on gears which are too large or too heavy to set
up, on a measuring machine.

As the ,checking is performed with the gear standing still,
its axis being horizontal or vertical, measurement can be made
in any circumstances. in between the machining cycles, on
the machine tool, aHermachming with a simple set up on
the floor, in the gear box assembly, etc

Gear Checking 5y.st,ern
Fig. 13 illustrates the configuration of a CNC gear measur-

ing system adapted to' a gear grinding machine. It allows
checking and analysing of all important gear quality 'elements
directly on the gear grinding machine without breaking the
set up. Corrections to machine settings can be made quickly
and without costly interruption of th machining cycles.

AdmQ~l; This pt:qNr UI!!s preuiously p~rJm at tlu! 2nd World Con-
gress on Gearing. Mar. 1986.

I GIEAIR' DIEBUIRIRING
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used for gear rating. Gradually, experience and test results
could be transformed into several influence factorscompleting
the contact stress formula. Even in the final stage of prepar-
ing the Draft International Standard, (1) the discussions about
these influence factors did not stop.

The gear technology of the twentieth century allowed in-
creasing loads and velocities at decreasing dimensions with
new materials. Again, phenomena occurred which could not
be predicted by existing formulae ..The scuffing of gears was
studied intensively and several criteria were proposed. Two
categories of criteria may be distinguished:

1. The flash temperature criterion according to Blok, based
on a realistic thermodynamic 'theory and confirmed by
tests.

2. Empirical expressions yielding one representative value,
mainly based on tests and, to a lesser extent, on
theoretical considerations.

Influence of Geometrical Parameters
on the Gear 'Scuffing Criterion -Part I

Dr. J. W. Polder
Nuenen, Netherlands

Abstract
To avoid scuffing" of high speed and highly loaded gears, a

criterion different from the bending strength criterion (Galilei- Lewis)
and the contact pressure criterion (Hertz) is needed. The Draft In-
ternational Standard. DIS 6336, ParI 4, now in print, still presents
two scuffing criteria. The existence of two proposals impeded the
progress of writing that standard for many years. As with Colum-
bus' egg". a simple solution to a difficult problem was found: the
only factors which differed in both formulae were purely geometric,
and the comparison was reduced toa simple mathematical com-
parison. The maximum contact temperature in the flash temperature
criterion according to Blok was approximated by the integral
temperature of the other criterion. All test results expressed in in-
tegral temperature are fully applicable to the flash temperature
criterion, and in an unintentional way, these results confirmed the
validity of the gear-scuffing criterion according to Blok, which is
still the most practical.

In Part 2 it will be shown that all geometric influences may be
concentrated in one factor dependent on only four mutually indepen-
dent parameters. This simple fact will be used to examine the in-
fluence of different shapes and values of the load sharing factor.

Introduction
The load capacity rating of gears had its beginning in the

18th century at Leiden University when Prof. Pieter van
Musschenbroek systematically tested the wooden teeth of
windmill gears, applying the bending strength formula
published by Galilei one century earlier. In the next centuries
several scientists improved or extended the formula, and
recently a Draft International Standard could be
presented. (l)

In the 19th century, metal. gears suffered surface pitting
which could not be predicted by the bending strength for-
mula. Of necessity, material constants of the bending strength
formula were considered empirically dependent on
geometrical parameters. Attempts to find a relationship be-
tween "wear" and specific sliding were not successful. Nearly
fifty years after its first publication, the theory of Hertz was

**During a long, dull discussion, Columbus challenged his opponents
to balance an egg on one of its ends. No one could do this until
Columbus planted the egg firmly on the table, causing it to stand
on its crushed shell, thereby proving that even the most perplexing
problem may have a simple solution.

"Scuffing and scoring are synonyms for the same phenomenon. Since
scoring may also haveanother meaning, the ISO Technical Com-
mittee 60 decided to apply the word scuffing in the ISO standards,

28' 'Gear Technology

The flash temperature criterion was published by Blok in
1937Y)(3)(4) At the same time several tests were run. The
lubricant was recognized as the third gear material and im-
portant progress was made in the development of additives
to the mineral oils. An immediate application of the new
theory would have been possible. However, a long delay was
caused by World War n. When the Netherlands had to sur-
render to occupying forces in May 1940. Blok had to destroy
all test results on the instruction of his employer, so after the
war these could not be published in full.

Most expressions of the second category had a limited field
of application and were not Widely accepted. The best em-
pirical criterion was Alman's factor, PVf. Afterwards,a. rela-
tionship between PVTand the flash temperature could be
shown:{S) the square root of PVT approximates the max-
imum value of the flash temperature, keeping in mind that
the jump from "force/time" to "temperature" is accounted for
by thermodynamic constants. For a rough dimensional

AUTHOR:

DR. J. W. POLDER has been involved in the study of gears and
gear technology most of his adult life. He worked in industry for 10
years and received his doctorate in mechanical engineering from Eind-
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Technical Committee 60. GEARS, of the International Standardiza-
tion Organization.
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analysis of some criteria, see Table 1, which demonstrates
a certain progress towards the flash temperature criterion.

Table 1. Dimensional Com.parison of Criteria

Hofer 1926: power Ipitch
surface

Almen 1935: PV
Almen 1943: PVT
Blok 1937: flash temperature
p -contact stress. v - velocity, T = length

p2v
p.v
p.v.T.
(pl,sv.T)o.s

Some empirical expressions were based on an accumula-
tion of energy along the path of contact. These expressions
were rejected, one after the other, but the idea of accumula-
tion(6) turned up finally in the concept "integral temperature"
presented in 1972 to the ISO Technical Committee 60 as an
alternative to the flash temperature. The existence of two pro-
posals impeded the progress of evolving an international. stan-
dard ..The possibility of rejecting either of them did not ap-
peal to the committee, nor could a well-balanced combina-
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Xs geometry factor, Equation (14)
>4sE pometry factor at point E
Xc. tip nIW factor (lJ

XGAM load.t.dns factor
XM thetmII umtact coeffldent, Equation (U)

(l(.N '.m .mm)
Xo approadL factor (1)

~ form lact8t. Equation (11), (9) 4K.N % .S

.m .mm)
Xe COl'ttaCt i!aCio factor, (1)

Xr load factor, fisiI. 1 to 4
Z], IWldbIt. teeth of pinion
Ot l'nIIW" worJdna pretlure U1&Ie
cry prIIIm! ... of arbitrary point
~ldxr llMlaf on line of actIea. _,...

fl4}
9u~d:eu.. ..~ .. __ 1Ct

(-0
8a 8aah ....... Il'I, Bquatioa (l) (~

~ • mnn value of the
..... ., •.£quadon (~ (~

'- -.n~~"(coC)
6w ~ ttaperature, Equa&Ion (aJ (4()e... bulk ~, EquatIon (16). U1) ( C)
90U oJI~( C)as ecorin8 t.-perature(l) (Oe)
I'mC mean ~ of friction at ~ pomtW
#'my mt8ft IaGiI coeffident of frictioG

t' procIq,ct :fadon in compariIoD, Squation (7)

tion be found for many years. Previous comparisons between
the two methods were often based on the application of
several influence factors in one method and neglecting those
factors in the other, to the detriment of the latter. (7)

However, the discussions began again when a clear com-
parison was Iound, (8) and in 1984 the deadlock could be
broken, just in time to present the preliminary results in a
Draft International Standard, together with the drafts on pit-
ting and tooth breakage. m

Comparison of the Two Methods
The Draft International Standardlll still presents the two

methods with a short comparison in the appendix. The nrst
method is the flash temperature criterion according to Blok,
supplemented with a. few influence factors. The second
method is the integral temperaturecriterion, including the
same or comparable influence factors. The comparison takes
account of those factors which are different in both formulae.

The flash temperature criterion concerns the contact
temperature 8s which is a temperature function along the
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Hg. 1-Traditional load sharing fac-
tor for a gear pair with unmodified
tooth profiles.

Fig. 2-Traditionalload sharing fac-
lor for a gear pair with modified
tooth profile, designed for high load
capacity if th pinion is driver.

path of contact, defined as the sum ofa constant bulk
temperature HM and a varying flash temperature Of!.

(2)

in whichlJ.my, XB and Xr are dependent on the point of the
path of contact considered.

The integra] temperature criterion concerns a single value
,e,nt, defined as the sum of the bulk temperature eM and the
mean value of the Flashtemperature along the path of con-
tact ella;n!' mu1tiplied by a weight factor C2.

Hint = eM + C2 Hflain,

C X W· J/·V·'I:o-. XX 2--t-St.- Ilmc MSE --- ---::..;.--Xo Xc.. a 'I.
in which Ilmc is taken for the pitch point, XSE is taken for the
point, E, of the path of contact, and >Co, Xea and X, are em-
pineal geometric expressions,

The bulk temperature ~ is the same in both criteria and
can be left out of consideration. Hence, the comparison con-
centrates on the quantities defined in Equations (2) and (4).
I.f the quantity defined by (4) is approximately the same as
the maximum value of the flash temperature (2) along the
path of contact, then the two criteria will be equivalent.

(3)

(4)

at one point ~
elsewhere ~

The thermal flash factor, XM, the specific tooth load, W Bt,
the pitch line, velocity, V, and the center distance, a, cancel
out after substitution oJ (2) and (4) in (5). Rearrangement of
the factors yields

Cz if3flamt == if3f1
C2 ,enain! ~ 9'11

(5)

I/-'me XBE C2X. - Xr atone point
iJ.my Xs Xo Xu. ~ Xl' elsewhere

Now, the comparison between the flash temperature
criterion and the integral criterion is reduced Itoa comparison
of the product of empirical factors '(mainly, part of the in-
tegral temperature fonnulal and the load sharing factor (to
be applied in the flash temperature formula).

(6)

100 '
, 086.1. :

o

Fig. 3- Traditional load sharing fac-
tor f.ora gear pair with modified
tooth profile, designed for high toad
capacity if pinion is follower.

Fig. 4- Traditional load sharing fac-
tor for it gear pair with modified tooth
profile designed for smooth m hing.

The Load Sharing Factor

The load sharing factor, XG, accounts for the load shar-
ing of succeeding pairs of meshing teeth, Dynamic effects du
to vibrations of pinion and wheel are left out of consider-
ation. The Draft International Standard'!' represents four
variants of the load sharing, depending on the system. of
proHle modification applied. See Figs. 1 to 4.

By convention, the load sharing factor is a discontinuous
trapezoid function on the path of contact. The path of con-
tact is marked on the line of action by 'the points, A to E.
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See Fig. 5. It is composed of the approach path of transverse
single contact, AB, the path of transverse double contact, BD,
and the recess path of transverse single contact, DE.

The product of factors in the left member of (6), to be com-
pared with the load sharing factor, is

mmC XBE c.x, 1
p = -.-'.-'.'--.--

mmy XB XQ XCa
(7)

The geometry factors, XB, XBE, the contact ratio factor,
Xe, the approach factor, XQ, and the tip relief factor, XCa'

are defined by geometrical functions. Likewise, the quotient
of the coefficients of friction, mmc/m",y is a geometrical
function, The weight factor, e2, is a constant. Hence, the
product p is a geometrical function on the path of contact.

The shape and value of pwasexamined numerically by
computing it for a sufficiently large amount of data to cover
the whole field of application. Such data may be selected
adequately, keeping in mind that the geometry of a gear pair
is determined by only seven independent parameters. Table
2 shows these parameters together with the fixed parameters
of the standard basic tooth rack profile determining a. gear
pair. In this case, three of them, the center distance, the
facewidth and the helix angle, can be left out of considera-
tion .. For 54 combinations of parameters, see Table 3. The
product, p, was calculated separately for the cases pinion
driver and follower.
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Fig. S-Path of contact AD and parameter r on the line of action,

Table 2. Independent and fixed Parameters

a center distance
b facewidth
b helix angle
u gear ratio

Zl number of teeth of pinion
Xl addendum modification coefficient of pinion
X2 addendum modification coefficient of wheel

Table 3. Combinations of Parameters

U Zl

1 80 140 250
2 45 80 140
4 2S 4S 80
8 14 25 45

Xl X2

0.00 0.00
0.20 -0.20 0.20 (ui)
0.40 0.00 0.40 (ui)

The tip relief factor, XCa' according to the Draft Interna-
tional Standard(l) depends on the tip relief .. That tip relief
may be estimated to be proportional to the specific tooth
load, F,/b, and, therefore, it is roughly proportional to the
modulus or to another dimension of the gear pair. However,
the tip relief factor, XCa' should be a dimensionless factor
and the complicated guiding line of the estimation of XC.a
seems to be incomplete. To conttnue the examination, the
modul.us ofa test gear pair was chosen in the calculation pro-
cedure of the factor, XCa' The load sharing factor was taken
for smooth meshing. See Fig. 4.

For each combination, the product, 11', had about the same
shape and value. The gear ratio, u, and the addendum
modification coefficient of the pinion, XI, had the most
influence. All other parameters had a low or negligible in-



fluenee, The results in Figs. 6 to 8 answer surprisingly well
the condition (5} for equivalence of criteria:

,.. "" Xr along a part of the curve I..1 (8)
''11" 2: Xr elsewhere

This coincidence is not accidental, but is due to the extreme
dependence of the integra] temperature criterion on the flash
temperature criterion. The rejection of one empirical criterion
aHerthe other and the steady acceptance of the flash
temperature criterion on the one side and the recollection of
the older concept of accumulation of energy on the other may
have been a basis for the concept of the integral temperature.

! x1=~201,

u= ' ...8

~,,,,,
.D

fig. 6, 7, 8-Product of factors. Tl. 10 be compared with the load sharing
factor for smooth meshing.

In an unintentioned way the integral temperature criterion
had to be supplemented with empirical constants, which
brought the integral temperature value dose to the maximum
v.a\ue of the contact temperature,

Comparison ollnHuence F',ador
As mentioned before, previous comparisons were far from

complete, However.the presentation of the two methods in
the Draft International Standard, Part 4 and its appendix(ll
created a better balance, The formulae of the two methods
are identical in many respects and differ only in a. few factors
which have a geometrical meaning. The differing factors are
partly systematic (mathematically precisely defined):

JLmC versus oUmy
XBE and Xe versus XB

The choice of the coeHicient of friction, fLrn.yt in a varying
point of the path of contact versus its choice to a fixed point,
oUmc, contributes unimportant differ·ences.

The choice of the point, E, for the Factor. XBE in the in-
tegral temperature Formula is arbitrary and only emphasizes
the integral temperature as a single value, whereas the flash
temperature, and in consequence the contact temperature,
are functions of the path of contact,

The systematic factor, X! is due to the concept of in-
tegration along the path of contact. reminiscent of the older
concept of accumulation of energy.. However, this physical
interpretation is dubious and not necessary ..Hence, the factor,
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ABC

Fig, 9- The contact temperature SB varies along the path of contact. The
integra] temperature 'Sin! approximates the maximum value of the contact
'temperature,

Xf may be considered to he empirical.
The other factors which diHer in both Iormuiae are purely

empirical.

The factor C2 is a constant (value 1.5). The factor Xo
varies from 1.00 down to 0.60,. but for commonly applied
gears, it seldom differs from the value 1.00.

The empirical factor, Xu, accounting for the influence of
tip relief, is not decisive for a choice between the flash
temperature method and the integral temperature method.
The question how to improve Xea into a dimensionless
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factor can be left out of consideration.
No other numerical difference exists between the two

methods other than those expressed in the product of fac-
tors 'If compared with the load sharing factor ..The deviation
in calculated data of the integral ternperature as compared
with the contact temperature data is very small, provided
a proper selection of the tip relief factor or the load sharing
fador in both formulae is made. The two methods correlate
to such a high degree that mutual independence has to be
rejected. Moreover, it is a remarkable fact that the two purely
empirical. factors, C2. and Xocontribute a value, CzlXo =
1.5, up to 2.5 by which the resulting "temperature" diverges
from the mean temperature and approximates the maximum
value closely. See Fig. 9. Hence, the integral temperature
method denies its own concept of integrating, and it confirms
the significance of the maximum value of the contact
temperature.

In the statistical research of scuffing phenomena a larger
deviation of observed data may be expected than known from
corresponding tests of tooth strength or pitting, due to more
uncertain influences of a hydrodynamic, thermodynamic and
chemical nature. On account. of the systematic dependence
of the two methods deduced above, any assertion that the
integral temperature method would be statistically superior
to the Rash temperature method is based on a misunder-
standing.
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Teeth of test gears used in the main expcnments were ftnished
to a mirror-like surface with a roughness of about 0.1 ~m 'Rma" {==
1.0 ~ in. RaJ Ilsil)g a new grinder with a cubic-boron-nitride wheel
which was designed and made by the authors. Hardnesses of rest
gears were .in the range 185 HB 10 800 BY. An appreciable ~cr!!ase
in the surface durability was obtained ewn when only the pinioli
(liarder gear) was ground like a mirror. In this case, the tooth sur-
{aoes of the mating gear with hardnesses of 185, 300 or 400 HB
improved because of eHecti'lle running-in, and ~he duration of Fuji
EHL conditions ilK1'-eased 1.\p to 100% !before 10 X ]0" revoludons,
The best result was obtained when the tooth surfaces of both the
driver and follower were ground like a mirror with,aJ roughness of
abaut 0.1 }Lm Rm.lx·

lNTRODUCT10N
The reduction in the surface roughness of gear teeth Call

increase the surface durability of gears: however, it has been
impossible to produce 8f!aJ'!>wi~bteeth surface-roughnesses
smaller than 0.5 pm Rmax ~':!::S.OJLin" Rat even when gear
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grinders or gear shaving machines with the higliest accuracy
were used. Therefore, the surface roughnesses of test' gears
used for examining ~he surface durability in earlier ex-
perimenl:s were greater than O.S I'm Rm"" in almost all cases,
a~ting a Single case in which the test gears were finished
to a roUghness of about 0.2 I'm Rmu by hand bufFingJlI In
this case, an appreciable mcrease in the surface durability was
not obtained because the waviness in the surface roughness
ceeld not be removed by buffing.

Recently, the authors designed and made a new grinder
with a cubic-boron-nitride (CBN) wheel and succeeded in pro-
ducing high accuracy gears with a very smooth tooth sur-
face. e21 When this Winder is used, the tooth surface can be
finished to a roughness of about 10.1 pm Rm~ (:. 1.0/1. in.
Ra>. Fjg. ] snoWS 2 spur gear ground by the authors' machine.
The crossed lines on the floor are clearly seen on the sur-
faces of the-gear because of iii higher reflectivity on the too,th
surfaces.

To determine the effects of roughness upon tht> surface
durability of gears; the authors conducted endurance tests
using gears finished by four different methods: mirror-like
finishins with a CBN wheel. conventional grinding with an
Alundum wheel, skl"ing with a carbide hob and conventional
hObbing with a high speed sted hob.

Possibility of Increases in Surface Durability
The surface durability of a pair of gears is affected by many

factors such as the roughness of gear teeth, rolling/slidlng
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speed at tooth surfaces, combinations of hardness and kinds
of gear materials, etc. There are two theories about the origin
at tooth failure. Conventional theory predicts that the origin
is a crack which occurs at the subsurface on the assumption
that there are no repetitions or plastic deformation at the con-
tact surfac·e.(3l Another theory predicts that the origin of
failure (fatigue crack) occurs at the contact surface because
of insufficient oil fiIm formation between teeth.(4)

When the origin of Failure is at the subsurface, an ap-
preciable increase in the surface durability cannot be expected
without reducing the defects (soft inclusions, etc.) in gear
materials. In the authors' experiences, the origin of failure
occurs at the contact surface during loaded running in most
cases, excepting some in which gear teeth are fully hardened.

In practice, it is important to know whether or not an ap-
preciable increase in the surface durability can be obtained
when the surface roughness is decreased. The authors estimate
that there is a strong possibility of increasing appreciably the
surface durability when the surface failure has occurred at
Hertzian pressures less than Pmax = 0.3 HB' (MPa), where
HB' is the Brinell hardness shown in terms of N /rnm-, This
estimation is applicable to the gears with hardnesses Jess than
450 HB.

An appreciable increase in the surface durability will be
obtained when metallic contacts between meshing teeth are
almost completely prevented by the reduction in roughness
of the teeth.

Testing Machines and Test Cears
Testing machines. Effects of surface roughness upon the

surface durability were appreciable when the gear pairs with
a hunting gear ratio were used instead of the ones with a
whole-number gear ratio.(s, 6) Therefore, a gear load testing
machine with a hunting gear ratio was used in the present
experiments. This testing machine is of power circulation type
and is capable of measuring the percentage (duration) of the
full EHL conditions between meshing teeth ..

The duration of the full EHL conditions was measured
using an electric resistance method.171 Changes in voltage
caused by the changes in the resistance of EHL oil film with
some direct contact were recorded using a cathode-ray
oscilloscope and a camera or a pen writing oscilloscope. The
duration of the full EHL condition was calculated from :E X
l00/Eo, where E is the measured voltage and Eo is the ideal
voltage which appears when the meshing teeth are separated
fully by an oil film.

Test gears. Fig. 2 shows the size and shape of a pair of test
gears with a hunting gear ratio of 1.0B. Teeth of these gears
are of standard type and have a pressure angle of 200

• The
gear with the number of teeth, 21 = 25, was used as driver,
while the one with Z2 = 27 was used as follower ..The pro-
HIe contact ratio is 1.62 at a center distance of 78.00 mm.

Table 1 shows chemical compositions of test gear materials.
The S45C steel is a plain carbon steel and corresponds to
AISI-I045 steel, The SCM435 steel (~AISI-5135 steel) is a
through hardening steel and the SCM415 steel (~ AlSI-II118)
is a case hardening steel.
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Dri. Fa!.

Modu le m , J

Pressure ~.ZOanqle

Number of
l 25 21.teet ..

Face-\,idth b (rrm) 15. a 15.0
Pitch circle 15.00 81.00dlamet.er d (rrm)

Contact ratio E 1.62

~. 21

Fig. 2-Dimensions and shape of test gears.

Table 1 Chemical compositions of test materials

Kind of Cl!emicaJ compositIOn (%1 Carre-

steels sponding
C Si Mn P S Cu Ni Cr Mo steel

S45C 047 0.24 0.77 0.025 0.024 0.01 003 012 0 AISI 1045

SCM 435 0.35 0.25 0.77 0.021 0.030 007 0.06 112 0.16 A1SI5135

SCM 415 0.15 0.28 0.74 0018 0017 001 003 1.07 022 A1S14118 I

Before making teeth, gear blanks made of S54C steel were
normalized to a hardness of about 185 HB. and the ones of
SCM435 steel were hardened and tempered toa hardness of
about 300 HB. Some of the SCM435 steel gears were rough
cut before hardening and then hardened and tempered to a
hardness of about 400 HB. The SCM415 steel gears were
rough cut, carburized for 2.5 hours and then hardened to a
Vickers hardness of about 800 HV.

Test gears were fi.rushed by four different methods. The
gears with hardnesses of 185 and 300' HBwere finished by
a high speed steel hob. All of the 400 HB gears and some
of 800 HV gears were finished by a skiving hob made of
cemented carbide. (til Most of the 800 HV gears and some of
the 185 and 300' HB gears were ground to a roughness of
about 0.1 /tm Rmaxi i.e., a mirror-like finish.

The surface roughness of the hobbed gears was about 10'
~m Rmax. In contrast to this, the surface roughness of the
skived gears was appreciably smaller; about 3 pm Rmax for
the 400' HB gears and about 2 pm Rmax for the 800 HV gears.

Fig. 3 shows surface roughnesses of test gears with four
different surface finishes. Fig. 3 (d) indicates a roughness of

~L
0.1 mm

(b) Skived by a carbide
hob

(a) Hobbed by a HS~ hob

Ie) Ground on conventional
qrinder ~lith an alundum
wheel

(d) Ground on the authors'
Grinder with a CB~
wheel

Fig. 3 - Surface roughnesses of gear teeth.



about 0.:1. !-tmRmax. Fig. 4 shows tooth profiles of a 300 HB
hobbed gear and an 800 HV ground gear with a mirror-like
finish. Fig.. 5 shows tooth traces of these gears.

Manufacturi.ng errors of test gears are shown in Table 2.
The pitch, tooth-trace and tooth-profile errors of the test gears
with mirror-like tooth surfaces are very small and their
accuracy grade is in the highest class for power transmission
gears. according to the Japan Industrial Standard UIS). For
the sake of reference, the accuracy grades i.nAGMA and ISO
Standards are also shown in the table.

(~) Hobbed gear (b) , irror finished gear

Fig. 4- Tooth profiles of test gears wi.th 300 HB.

I~
EO

""~ 1""'\ '\ "',' \\;\13 mm
(b) ~irror finished gear

Fig. 5- Tooth traces of lest gears with 300 HB.

Ta'ble 2 Accuracies of test 'gears

Fimslllng Hobblng SkiVing Grinding Gnnding
(Convent) (Mirror finish)

HlII'dness HB 185-til 300 HB ~OO- HV 800 HV800 HB 185-HV 800
Single pilCh

3 - 16 4 - 6 3 - 4 3 - 6error 1I<m)
Pilch variation

5 - 15 3 - 10 3 - 7 3 - 7(,.m)

Accumulative
6 - 20 6 - 10 6 - TO 6 - TOpilch error (,om)

Tooth profile
12 - 16 12 - 25 2 - 5 2 - 6error 1I<m)

Lead error (}1m) 8 - 10 8 - 10 2 - 4 2 - 4
JIS 3 - 4 3 - 5 0-1 0-1

Accuracy AGMA 9 - 3 3 - 7 12 - 11 12 - 11grade
ISO 1 - 3 7 - 9 " - 5 " - 5

Running Conditions and OU .mm Thickness
Running conditions. After applying the tooth load. a test

gear pair was rotated at a pinion speed of n]= 1800 rpm.
As lubricant.a. conventional gear oil with a.viscosity of 63.S
mmz/sec (63.5 cSt) at 37.8"C was used. The oil was
regulated to a temperature' of about40"C and flooded at a
flow rate of about 300cm3/minat a point above the
meshing teeth of test gears.

The maximum Hertzian pressure at the pitch cylinder of
'test gears can be calculated from the Following equation.

Pmax = 19.60 .,JP, MPa

where, P is the 'tangential load .in N. It is assumed that there
is no increase in load due to dynamic effects, and that the
load distribution along tooth trace is uniform.

Theoretical oil film tltickness. The theoretical oil film
thickness hmin between meshing teeth was calculated from
the Dowson's equation.(9) Under the present experimental
conditions, hmm was in the range of 0.4 to 0.5 fLm. The D
value, D = hmlr/(Rmaxl + Rmaxl}, was about 0.03 when Ithe
hobbed gear was combined with the skived gear. This sug-
gests that the metallic contacts between teethare compara-
tively severe at an early stage of running. When both the
driver and follower were ground like a mirror, the value of
D was 2, suggesting that the Full separation of meshing teeth
was caused by formation of EHL oil film..

ResuIts of Endurance Tests
Table 3 shows the numbers given to the main experiments.

combinations of gear materials, the surface roughness. the
Hertzian pressure, the pitting area ratio, etc.

For 185 HB and 800 HV gears. When the 18S HB gears
were used in equal hardness combinations. the 'surface
durability (pitting limit) shown in terms of the Hertzian
pressure was lower than Pmax = 780 MPa. Refer to Exps, (1)
and (2) as shown in illustrations.

When the hardness of the driving gear was increased to
800' HV, the surface durability of the 185 HB bobbed gear
increased by about 200 MPa in the case in which the 800 HV
gear was ground or skived to a roughness of about .2 urn
Rma;<. VVhen the 800 HV gear was ground like a mirror using
the authors' grinder. 'the rate of occurrence of pits on the 185
HB hobbed gear was appreciably lower at the same load ..See
Exps, (5) and (6). When both the 185 HB and 800 HV gears
were precisely ground like a rrdrror, the pitt-ing area ratio after
31 X loP revolutions was 0.58% at a higher Hertzian
pressure of 1180 M-Pa. See Exp, (7).

labl~e3, INumbers, given to main ,experiments. comJ)lnatloln of
hardness, Hertzian pressure, e1c·.

OIlver follower
No. &t1ace Sur1Q
01 KInd 01 Hardness fOI4neSS Knlot H¥dness rcugness

EKp. material HV IHII) p"".",m material ,.m (r MPa

( 1) S45C (185) 10 (H) S45C 10 (H) 690 :!&xU" 048
( 2) S45C (185) 10 (H) S45C 10 (H) 780 3.2x10' 298
( 3) SCM 415 800 2 (S) S45C 10 (H) 9BO IblO' 572
( 4) SCM 415 800 2 [G) S45C 10 (H) 980 lOxlO' 125
( 5) SCM 415 800 01{G) S45C 10 (H) !180 201110' 016
( 6) SCM 415 800 O.I(G) S45C 10 (H) 1180 201110' 0.57
( 7) SCM 415 800 O.l(G) S45C o 1(G) 1180 31xlO' 058
( 8) SCM 435 (300) 10 (H) 10 (H) 78D 691110' 269
( 9) SCM 415 800 2 (5) 10 (H) 1180 12x10' 112
(10) SCM 415 800 2 (G) 10 (H) 1180 5K1D' 1.89
(11) SCM 415 800 o 1(G) 10 (H) 1080 IOx1D' 081
(12) SCM 415 800 o 1(G) 10 (H) 1180 22xlO' 055
(13) SCM 415 800 o 1(G) 10 (H) 1270 4&10' 176
(14) SCM 415 800 01(G) O.I(G) 1180 24xlO' 0
(15) SCM 415 800 01(G) o l(G} 1410 0

(16) SCM 415 800 1180 lOxlO' 330
(17) SCM 415 800 1370 lOx10' 11.0
(18) SCM 415 800 1180 l3lcla' 074
(19) SCM 415 800 1180 l1xlO' 0
(20) SCM 415 800 1230 llx1a' 011
(21) SCM 415 800 1270 l1x1a' 025
(22) SCM 415 800 1370 lh1D" 0.81
23 SCM 415 800 J 1470 l1K10' 166

"(H) Hobbe!l (G) Gro1Jnd IS) SJlJveO
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Fig. 6 shows increases in the pitting area ratio on the 185
HB gears which were combined with 800 HV gears with dif-
ferent surface finish. When Exps, (1) and (7) arecompared,
one sees that the applicable load was increased by a factor
of about three when the surface finish was improved like a
mirror, This is the most beneficial effect brought about by
the mirror-like finishing of tooth surfaces.

For 300 HB and 800 HV gears. When the 300 HB hobbed
gears were used in equal hardness combinations, the pitting
limit was less than 780 MPa. Refer to Exp. (8). When the
hardness of the driving gear was increased to 800 HV, the
pitting limit increased up to about 980 MPa in the case in
which the surface roughness of the harder gears with skived
or ground to a roughness of about 214m Rtnax• See bps. (9)
and (10). When Exps, (7) and (10) are compared, one sees
that the reduction in the surface roughness (mirror-like
finishing) of the harder gear is more effective than increas-
ing the gear hardness from 185 HB to 300 HB to obtain the
higher surface durability.

Fig. 7 shows the pittingarea ratios on the 300 HB gears
which were combined with the 800 HV gears with djfferent
surface finish. When both the 300 HB and 800 HV gears were
ground to a roughness of about 0..1 14m Rmax (mirror-like
finish), the pitting area ratio after 24 X 100 revolutions was
about zero (less than 0.006%) at a Hertzian pressure of 1180
MPa; while it was about 1.89% after 5 X 1oo revolutions
at the same Hertzian pressure when the 800 HV gear was
ground to a roughness of about 2 ILm Rmax. See Exp. (10).

F.or400 HB and 800 HV gears .. When the 400 HB skived
gears with a roughness of about 3. Jlm Rmax were combined
with 800 HV gears, an appreciable increase in the surface
durability was obtained when the teeth of the harder gears
were finished like a mirror, Refer to Exps, (19) to (23).

fig. 8 shows the pitting area ratios on the 400 HB gears
used in combinations with the 800 HV gears with different
surface finish. In this case, the gear pairs were rotated at an
equal Hertzian pressure of 1180 MPa. It is dearly understood
that the mirror-like finishing of the harder gears is extremely
effective for increasing the surface durability of the mating
medium-hardness gears.

Duration of Fu1lIEHl Conditions
In order to explain the effectiveness of the mirror-like

finishing of tooth surfaces, the duration of full EHL condi-
tions were measured using an electric resistance method. (7)

Fig. 9 shows the duration of full EHL conditions during
one revolution of the driving gear, When both the driving
and following gears were finished to a roughness of about
0.1 ILm Rtnax (mirror-like finish), the duration of full EHL
conditions became almost. 100% after 1'0 X ICY'revolutions.
See Exp .. (14). However, when the surface roughness of the
harder gear was about 2 ,um Rm.1l<'the duration of full EHL
conditions was about 40 % after 1'0 X 106 revolutions at the
same Hertzian pressure. Fig. 9(b).

Figs. 10 and 11 show the mean values oJ the duration of
full EHL conditions over a long period. From these figures,
one can see that the reduction in the roughness brings about
an appreciable increase in the duration of full EHLcondi-
tions, This suggests an appreciable reduction of metallic-

contact points at the contact surfaces ..When the repetitions
of plastic deformation caused by the metallic contact become
negligible, the occurrence of pitting cracks will be prevented
at the tooth surfaces. The degree of metallic contact at the
tooth surfaces can be estimated from the workhardening at
the contact surface.(S.10)

The increase in the duration of full EHL conditions is the
main reason for the improvement in the surface durability
brought about by the mirror-like finishing of tooth surfaces.

Changes in Tooth Surface
Changes in. surface roughness. The surface roughness of

test gears was measured in the direction of tooth profile using
a Talysurf roughness meter. Fig. 12 shows changes. in sur-
face roughnesses or the 185 HB hobbed gear and 800 HV
ground gear which were used in Exp, (4), It should be noted
that the surface roughness of the 185 HB gear decreased from
about 1'0 sm to about O.S ILm Rmax, but pitting occurred
because the roughness of the 800 HV gear hardly changed.
The reduction in the surface toughness of the 185 HB gear
is not sufficient to prevent the metallic contact between
meshing teeth because the theoretical oil film thickness is
about 0.45 14m.

Fig .. 13 shows the surface roughnesses of a pair of gears
with mirror-like finish. The tooth surfaces with mirror-like
finish hardly deteriorated during loaded running for 31 X
106 revolutions at a higher Hertzian pressure of 1180 MPa.

DEBURR: S·;IMPLE lOR DIIF,FI:CULT ,GEARS
and smooth radii and edges on tntemal or external
surfaces completely andeff.iciently time after time.
ANODE MEOHANICAI.. DEBURRING (AMID), Invented
and developed by Cation,. combines a special moving

tool-cathode with electrocherrrteel metal
rnovat AMD removes heavvand iirregular

burrs with minimal effect on the
stock. AMD is precisely
controllable and repeat-
able. Edge break, radii
and stock removal can
be aecu rately pre-
cateulated and con-
trolled.

AMDiS stresslree and
applies to any stamped,
rnachlnad or cast con-
cucttvs metal. Use: it
productively on parts
not responsive to vi-
bration.tumbling and
blasting.

AMD produces cost
savings and deburrs
where other methods
can't.

CATION
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99 Ridgeland Rd.
Rochester, N¥ 14623
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Fig.. lS-Cha.nges in tooth profiles.

Fig. 14 shows the reduction on the roughness of the 400 HB
skived gear when the' gear was combined with a BOO HV gear
with mirror-like tooth surfaces. The tooth surfaces of the
skived gear appreciably improved, but the mirror-like tooth
surfaces hardly deteriorated during loaded running for 11 X
106 revolutions. See Exps. (19) and (20).

Changes in tooth profile. Fig. 15 (a) shows changes in tooth
profiles of the 185 HB hobbed gear and 800' HV gear with
mirror-like tooth surfaces. These gears were rotated through
31 X 106 revolutions at a Hertzian pressure of 980 MPa. The
tooth profile of the 185 HB hobbed gear was hardly im-
proved, but the surface roughness was appreciably improved
because of running-in. Fig. 15 (b) shows changes in tooth pro-
files of the gear pair with mirror-like tooth surfaces. Some
deterioration in the tooth profile was observed in the 185 HB
gear with mirror-like finish because of a higher Hertzian
pressure of 1180 MPa (0.65 HB'), which caused a plastic
deformation at the subsurface where the reversed shear stress
was maximum. However, the smoothness (reflectivity) at the
surface was maintained until the end of loaded running in
Exp, (7).

Fig. 16 shows changes in tooth profiles of gear pairs with
a conventional surface finish. The deterioration in the tooth
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profiles was appreciably greater, although the applied Hert-
zian pressure was lower by 200 MPa, when compared with
the gear pairs with mirror-like tooth surfaces. Refer to
Exp, (7).

Fig. 17 shows changes in tooth profiles of the 400 HBand
800 HV gears. The BOOHVground gear with mirror-like tooth
surfaces improved the tooth profile of the mating gear wIth
400 HB, while the conventionally ground gear deteriorated
the tooth profile of the mating gear with 400 HB.

Changes in reflectivity. The reflectivity is a measure of
smoothness at the ground surface Dr run-in-surface. The
reflectivity of ground tooth surfaces with a roughness Dr
about 0.1 ,urn Rmax. hardly decreased even after lengthy
loaded running. Fig. IS shows the tooth surfaces of the 300
HB and 800 HV gears which were rotated at a Hertzian
pressure of 1180 MPa up to 24 X 106 revolutions (for the
follower). The crossed lines on the floor are dearly seen on
the tooth surfaces after loaded running in Exp. (14).

Fig. 19 illustrates the fact that the tooth surfaces .of the 300
HE hobbed gear became mirror-like because of running-in
with the 800 HV ground gear with mirror-like tooth surfaces.
The crossed lines on the floor are seen on the tooth surfaces
of both the ground and hobbed gears which were rotated at
a Hertzian pressure of 1180 MPa beyond 10 X 106

revolutions.

Changes in Surface Hardness
Measuring an increase in hardness at the tooth surface after



(b) 300HB ground gear after 10 " 10'
revolut ions

running are indicated approximately by the chain
lines in Fig. 20.

Fig. 21 shows changes in hardness of the 300
HB gears which were combined with the 800 HV
gears with a different surface finish. From this
figure, ,it is understood that the increases in the
hardness are more remarkablethan those in Fig.
20. When the 300 HB, gear was combined with
the 800 HV gear finished by conventional grind-
ing or skiving, the surface hardness of the 300 HE
gear increased up to about 800 HV, but many pits
occurred. This is because this increase in hard-
ness was produced by the repetitions of plastic
deformation at the contact surface. In contrast to,
this, when the tooth surfaces of both the 300 HE
and 800 HV gears were :fi.nished like a. mirror, the
increases in hardness were very small, as seen :in
the lower portion of Fig. 21.Fig. 16-Changes in reAecti.vity on tooth sur-

face IExp. (1411.
fig. 19-Changes in reflectivity on tooth
surfaces.

loaded running is a powerful tool for estimating the degree
of plastic deformation which can cause pitting cracks at the
tooth surface.'!" When the nearly fun EHl oil film is formed
between meshing teeth, the hardness at the tooth surfaces
hardly increases and pitting cracks hardly occur at the
surfaces.

Fig. 20 shows the hardness distributions at and near con-
tact surface of the 185 HB gearswhich were rotated in com-
bination with the 800 HV gears with diHerent surface finish.
When the 185 HB nabbed gear was combined with the 800
HV gear with conventionalty ground surfaces or with skived
tooth surfaces, the hardness of the nob bed. gear became about
500 HV and, in sam cases, increased up to about 650 HV
at the surface of theteeth. In contrast to this, when the tooth
surfaces of the 800 HV gear were finished to a roughness of
about 0.1 ~m Rmax using the authors' grinder, increases in the
hardness were hardly observed at the tooth surface of the
185 HB hob bed gear as seen in the lower part of Fig. 20. It
should be noted that some increases in the hardness at the
'tooth surfaces had been brought about by hobbing. For
reference purposes, the distribution of hardness at and near
the tooth surfaces of the 185 HB hobbed gears before loaded

.
~
/.

> 600 ~1~~:E p. (4) - •

x: ,1'.. •
.;. ..''., ~.i 400 ••• ~~.

z Exp.(3)-·
~ 2"- E~Jl.(S)-.
:! ~t'k~?Li'.liZZ~LZ7;,
,; 200 }'-.-._._-
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o 5 10
Depth below contact surrace , IJI!

fig. lO-Chang In surface hardness of 185 HB gears.

Discussion.
In order to clearly show the beneficial effects of 'the mirror-

like finishing of tooth surfaces, the rcughnesses of tooth sur-
faces were analyzed using a Talysurf roughness meter and
an electronic computer.

At first, the Abbott's bearing area curve and the fullness
ratiol12) of the tooth surfaces of teeth with three different
finishes were calculated. Values of the fullness ratio are K
= 0.49 for conventionally ground teeth and 0.5 for both the
skived and mirror-like teeth.

The difference in the fullness ratios is very small, and it
cannot be used for explaining the changes in the surface
durability obtained in the present experiments. Therefore, the
authors proposed the "generalized fullness ratio" shown in
Equation (2).

I H·· (l - v.) )- max .. 1 ''j ------- ----(2
Hma.x. I

KI = Hmean. i X L,, . (3)

Hmax, i X L,

where, i = 1, 2, ---,':,i and n is the number of test surfaces.
Hmal<. t is the height of the highest top of the roughness
curve, with a measuring length of L" for the roughest sur-
face (1). Hm.u, i is the height of the highest top of the
roughness curve of the other surface (i), The conventional
fullness ratio Kl Ior the test surface (i) is given by Equation
(3). Equation (2) becomes equal to Equation (3) when i. -1.
Hmean is the mean height oJ roughness.

The calculated values of the generalized fullness ratio are
K', = 0.49 for the conventionally ground teeth, K'z = 0.68
tor the skived 'teeth and K' = 0..97 for the mirror-like teeth,
These valu s can be obtained from Fig. 22 in which the
(continued on page 48)
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BA(;)i TO BASICS ...
Economics of CNC Gear Hobbing

Dr. G. Suber
Uebherr Machine Tools

Kempton, West Germany

In our Marchi April, 1986 issue, Dr. E Sulzer discussed some of the technical and pro-
duction advantages of eNC gear shaping. Now we bring you the sequal to that article,
which discusses some of the economic factors to be taken Into consideration when con-
uerting to NC or CNC gear cutting.

Conventional Hobbing Machine versus
CNC Hobbing Machine

NC and CNC metal cutting machines
are among the most popular machine
tools in the business today, There is also
a strong trend toward using Aexibl.e
machining centers and flexible manufac-
turing systems. The same trend is ap-
parent in gear cutting. Currently the
trend toward CNC tools has increased,
and sophisticated controls-and peripheral
equipment for gear cutting machines are
now available; however, the investment
in a CNC gear machine has to be justified
on the basis of economic facts as well as
technical advantages ..

The reason for the rapid introduction
of numerical control in gear cutting is the
trend toward ever decreasing batch sizes
and the increasing variety oaf current
components. (Fi.g. 1) Machine change-
overs are more frequent and productive
utilization of the machine is too [ow.

On the other hand, the investment for
a full CNC hobbing machine is con-
siderably higher. Balancing these two fac-
tors, it becomes obvious that CNC hob-
bing is more economical than convert-
tional hobbing, especially if many of the
added features of a CNC machine are
used. These extra features, sumas, 2-cut

AUTHOR:

DR. G. SUUER is Man~er of Research &
Development at LIEBHERR in West Germany.
He earned his doctorate at the University of
Aachen in Aachen, Germany where he has
worked in the role of Manager of Research
Development for twelve years. He has been
instrumental in the development of the
Liebherr CNC machines.
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cycles, copying, feed controletc, are ex-
pensive in conventional machines.

The remaining question is how much
sophisticated periphery, such as automa-
tic fixture change, automatic part gaug-
ing, can be afforded.

Due to their complex kinematics and
the high accuracy requirements, hobbing
machines represent a special branch of
machine tools. Hence for a long time,
suitable NC controls for these machines
were net available and machine tool
manufacturers were forced to make de-
velopments of their own. This is especi-
ally true Ior the precise synchronization
of hob and workpiece rotation. (Fig. 2)
This problem is now solved, and today

the whole range of hobbing machines
covering one inch to 40 feet in gear
diameter isavallable in full CNC ver-
sions. With the high cost of gears above
40 inches in diameter, machines are
equipped with special features in case of
power failure and emergency shut-down
of the machines.

Cycle Times (Fig. 3)
In reducing the production time for

any gear, it is necessary to cut down both
idle and cutting times. With NC
technology, cutting times can be reduced
by 10-20 %. This saving is achieved
through the use of special feed control,
without overloading the hob. During



.' ,Fot!gesrhobblng:
1. radial 'travel
2~ulaJllravel
3. '1DnglllltiallmveJ and
4. rotation 01hob
.5\table rota; Ion
16,. hob head swill8l

radial or axial approach. the hob is only
partially used. chip thickness is small.
and the cutting path is short because of
the small angles of action. With the use
of degressive control tor both speed and
feed. time savings can be achieved.

Feed commences approximately 1.5
times norma], and the hob speed is ap-
proximately 1.3 times normal. When us-
ing a. two-cut cycle. feed and speed can
be increased during the 'exit of the tool
on the first cut {progressive control),
Multistart. tin-coated hobs can be fully
used on modern CNC machines. These
machines provide for the necessary hob
and table speeds, and power
requirements.

CNC hobbing machines offer higher
gear qualities, with the same ,cutting con-
ditions when compared with conven-
tional machines. This applies especiaUy
to the lead. because on NC machines
there is no longer a gear train which may
distort under load ..Thus, with quality re-
quirements remaining the same. CNC
hobbing machines allow higher feeds.

The second important factor influenc-
ing the cycle time is idle time. With NC
control. the hobbLng machine has shorter
travels. The switching pomtsare posi-
tioned more accurately and repeat more
consistantly. Additional safety travels as
used on manual machines aeeebsolete.
All necessary travels are calculated by
the control; thus, allowances are kept 'to,

Reductions 01 m chmingi lime
(e g. degre~ve approach)
Reductlon.ol non-machlnln~ times
Ie. 9 higher rapid motions Slfl1ul-
I!!IlElously In 5eIVeral axes).

Cycle limes

Cann"IJOfIai
mRlII".

CNe
MachiM'

Fig. J

fig. 4

a minimum. On top of this, the traverse
rates of an NC machine are three to four
times faster than those of a conventional
machine, and several. movements can be
carried out simultant>ously.

Additional savings can be made
through the combLnation of several
operations in one damping o·f the
workpiece. rFig. 4) Two diHerent gears
on one' component can be cut in on~
operation, The tools required may be

Fig. 5

hobs and/or milling cutters.
Loading and clamping the part only

once represents a time 'saving and an in-
crease i.n quality of the gears being
machined. An additional eHect can be
obtained ,through the precise timing of
one set of gear teeth to anoth r.

An interesting example of this process
is that of a planetary pinion used for eon-
trolling the flap actuation of aircraft.
(Fig. 5) In this case, there are three gears
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Fig. 6

on one pinion, each set of teeth timed to
the others within dose tolerances. In ad-
dition, these three gears have different
crown and taper corrections in order to
mesh correctly when under a load. The
pinions are machined in one operation
using one or two hobs, depending upon
the design, and the time taken is less than
fOUI minutes.

A second application is asynchro gear
for a truck reduction gear box.(Fig. 6) A
gear is produced with a three-start hob,
and, subsequently, nine slots are milled,
these being positioned to the hob gear
with unequal. angles from slot to slot.
These slots are machined with a milling
cutter using indexible carbide inserts .. In
a similar application, a second milling
(utter is removing particular teeth of the
gear. With a stack of six gears, the total
time taken for one gear is less than 1.5
minutes. Position of accuracy of teeth to
slots is as dose as 0.01 mm.

Another economical application £01::
CNC hobbing machines is the skive hob-
bing of hardened gears. [Fig. 7) The
dosed-loop control. for the work table
rotation ensures high pitch and lead ac-
curacy despite the remarkably high
tangential forces in this process. NC
technology enables fast automatic posi-
tioning of the pre-hobbed gear ..

A worm with the same lead as the hob
is mounted on the hob arbor. The worm
can be moved axially against a spring in
order to avoid collision between the
worm. and the gear.

By means of a. separate NC sub-
program, the gear first meshes with the
worm. Through the use of synchronized
shifting, the tangential slide is moved un-
til the skive hob is in a position to cut.
After damping the gear, the machine
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center distance is compensated to allow
for the necessary stock removal. This
device is particularly suitable for small
batches of gears with differing numbers
of teeth, but with the same pitch. The ad-
vantages are that the worm has only to
be adjusted once to the hob and can be
applied to different gears. The whole
process of positioning is automatically
performed in no longer than 10 seconds.

Set-lUp limes

~Manual [julek-ch-ange systems
lor cuttinG '1001 and rlx.tura

Fig. B

Fig. 7

5etu.P' ltimes (fig .. 8)
A conventional gear hobbing machine

usually requires a time of 90 minutes for
a fun changeover including fixtures, trip-
dogs, hob swivel,etc.

With a three-axis NC machine this
time can be reduced by approximately 20
minutes, as the setting of tripdogs and
selecting the cycle and speeds and feeds
are part of the NC program.

A drastic reduction is achieved when
a quick change system is applied to both
hob and fixture .. (Fig. 9) The remaining
axes of the machine are controlled by
numerical control. For example, hob
change can be reduced from 15 minutes
to one minute, fixture change from. 20
minutes (runout check and clamping) to'
less than five minutes.

Part of the set up can be carried out
while the machine is working. This ap-
plies to the preparation of the next fix-



ture. to the mounting of the next hob on
a second arbor and to checking it for
runout. (Fig. 10) Even machine offsets
can be determined by measuring the hob
prior to mounting it on the machine,

Gauging oithe hob can be carried out
either on an NC-tool setting machine or
with a special measuring fixture which
willcheck the hob effective diameter ..
With this fixture, runout and taper can
also be checked. Checking the first part
of a batch may become obsolete.

Further savings during set up time are
achieved through the use of parallel pro-
gramming: i.e., the machine can be pro-
grammed for the next part while it is in
operation.

The question of whether or not fixture
change and hob change should be auto-
matic depends on the utilization of the
machine. If the batches are small so that
set up occurs at least once per shift, and
the machine is being used over three
shifts per day, an automatic change of
both the fixture and hob can be justified
economically, In other cases where batch
sizes are larger, automatic hob change
alone may be the economic solution.
Manual change of the fixture 'takes a lit-
tle longer, but as the changeover fre~
quency is lower, this factor is really
insignificant.

Uptime (fig. 11)
Short cycle times and changeover
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Fig. ]2

times are only effective if the machine is
available for production; i.e., downtimes
are at a minimum.

Minimum downtimes are maintained
through a highly reliable machine and
control system and the use o.f an
operator-friendly diagnostic system.
which assists in the maintenance of the
machine. A modern CNC hobbing
machine is equipped with a sophisticated
diagnostic system, (Fig. 12) allowing ap-
proximately 80% of all maintenance to
be carried out in-house.

Through the use of a modem and. a
normal telephone system, remote diag-
nosis oJ faults by a machine tool manu-
facturer can be of great assistance in
trouble shooting.

Cost per piece (Fig. 13)
CNC techniques allow economical

small batch production. A reduction in
both cycle and set-up times makes CNC
economically superior to the conven-
tional machine, despite the higher invest-
ment involved.

Obviously, savings are larger with
small batches, but with medium sized
batches advantages are still shown.

In the above calculations, savings are
achieved by means of the shorter
throughput of a batch, because of com-
bined operations and better tool utiliza-
tion due to the ability to use partially
used tools on subsequent batches.
Another saving can b achieved through
the ability to program any required COf-
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rection to allow for subsequent sha,ving
or heat treatment without added time,
making shaving less expensive. In addi-
tion, with CNC machines, batch sizes
.and , thus, capital costs can be reduced.

The consequences of these considera-
tions give the base for a model gear

Part cost
'40 r---~---'--'---r-...,

2.

"m'"lii 3.<l

S
0

20 50 100 200
Balen le"li

BaSIC data OP - 5. n - 57. gear Width M 1115jJ -15'"

Fig. IJ

cutting center. It shows what can be
realized today: a six axisfuU CNC hob-
bing machine serviced by a six axis CNC
gantry automatic loader and a system
designed for batch sizes of 1-200 in an
unmanned three-shift operation.
Economic jlustifkation has to be carried
cut indi.vidually, but in this example,
calculations show that with 60 different
parts and fcW' machine changeovers per
shift, this system can be justified.

ACknowledgement; This paper was presented at the
SME "Gear Processing & Manufacturing Clinic,"
Nov, 19B5.

THE EFFECT OF
REVERSE HOBBING .
(continued from page 15)

bing with multi-threaded (4-, 5-threadsl,
small diameter and TiN coated hobs be
used for the low cost production of
helical gears. Thus high speed steel hobs
will be able to stand against severe cut-
ting conditions such as cutting speeds of
100m/m and hob feed rates of 4-6
mm/rev .
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DESIGN AND TOOLING

'. Custom gear design including non-
standard pressureang'les for more
strength.

• Programs to ,eruar tooling data irr
to complilter files and search for ex-
listing cutters to cut a new gear or
spline.

'. Gearingl complilter software for
sale.

• Consulting services. fm gear and
spline problems.

I VAN GEFlP,EN.iREECE ENGINEERLNG
1502 Grand Blvd.

Cedar Fa:lls, Iowa 50613
(3.19) 266 4674
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G£A~: ESnMAlilNG
The' COSTIMATo,R computer

aidedl oost ,estimating system insures
speed and ,oonsistericyin the difficult
task of estimating the costs of all
types of gears.

Used Ibysmall sheas and Fortune
500 companies t.hroughout the
country ..

For compl'ete infOrmation
contact us, today.

Manufacturers Technologies, Inc.
27,G Capital Drive

West Springfield, MA 10'1089'
(413) 733-1972
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T'here"s stilll time ...
closing date for a classified ad
in the May/June issue is
March .2St,h.

C,lollng dale: Ads must be received by Ihe
,251h ollhe month, 'two months prior to
publication. Acceptlnc,e: Publisher reserves
Ihe right to accept or reject classified adver·
lisements at his di~relion.

GEAR PE'ASONNEL
ENGINEERS,

'GEAR GRINDERS
MACHI'NISTS

PRODU'CTIONI CONTROL
QU'ALlTV 'CONTiROLlINS,P,ECTI'ONI

SALES
SHOP SU'PER;VIISION, ETC.

Ir you are' ln the gear business in an,y
capacity,are ambitious andllhinking of
making a move, sendus your resume.
The above and emer new positions are
beingl created by internal gl'OW1hat bolh
our San [liege, California & IRoseville,
Michigan pl.ants.

AC-R .lNDUST,FlIES, 'NC.
29200 Calahan

Roseville, Michigan 48066

GEAR ENGINEER
Spur and lhelicallproolJction gear
rnanutaefurtnq company has
openinglfor ,engineer and man-
ager of engi;neering.
Ideal candidate will have ex-
lperienoo lin manufacturing', project
and process ,engineering, as well
,asautomation and state-of·the-aJ'I:
technology.
These positions are' beingl created
by lntemalgrcwth.

IReef IGear Mig .•, Inc.
50903 E. Russell
Schmidt Blvd.
Mt. Clemons,. IMI 4B045

Bring !1l new CU!oIomers
for your busmess 0)/ aClv~nl5lng Ifl

GEAR TECHNOLOGY.
The Joumal of Gear Manu actunng

Call (31'2) 437-6604



APPRECIABLE INCREASES IN SURFACE
(continued from page 41)

Abbott's bearing area curves for skived and mirror-like teeth
are shifted upside down to indicate a maximum height of 2.96
ttm, the height of the hi.ghest top of the roughness curve of
the conventionally ground teeth.

The radius of curvature at the tops of the roughness curve
will closely relate to the surface durability of tooth surfaces.
It is clear that the greater the generalized fullness ratio, the
greater the radius of curvature at the tops of the roughness
curve ..For the sake of numerical understanding, the distribu-
tions of the radius of curvature at the tops of roughness CUIVes
are shown in Fig. 23 for teeth with three different surface
finishes ..The mean radius for the teeth with mirror-like finish
is appreciably greater than the conventionally ground or
skived teeth.

Conclusions
In order to know the beneficial effects which might be ob-

tained from the mirror-like finishing of teeth, spur gears
finished by four different methods were tested using a gear
endurance testing machine with a hunting gear ratio. The
results obtained are as follows:

(1) An appreciable increase in the surface durability was
obtained when both the driver and follower were finished
like a mirror with a roughness of about O.1p.m Rmax ("'= 1.0
/l in. Ra) using a new grinder with a CBN wheel.

(2) Tooth surfaces of teeth with mirror-like finishes were
hardly deteriorated even after a loaded running of over 10
X 10° revolutions at a Hertzian pressure of about 1200 MPa.

(3) When only the tooth surfaces of the driver (harder gear)
were finished like a mirror, the ones of the mating hobbed
or skived gear were improved like a mirror because of
running-in, and the surface durability increased appreciably.

(4) The reason why an appreciable increase in the surface
durability is obtained when the gears with mirror-like finishes
are used. was explained by the measurement of the duration
of EHL conditions during loaded running.

fig. 21 - Changes in surface hardness of .300 HB
gears.

Exp , (9) - ,.

(5) Moreover. this conclusion was supported by the
measurement of micro-hardness at the contact surface after
loaded running.

(6) The generalized fullness ratio of surface roughness
curves was introduced to explain the beneficial eHectsob-
tained from the gears with mirror-like finishes as opposed
to the gears with conventional surface finishes.

The authors express their thanks to Emeritus Professors A. Wakuri and T.
Ueno, Kyushu University, for their encouragement. Thanks are also due to
Mr. S. Hoyashita and the staff of Machine Shop of the Faculty of Science
and Engineering. Saga University. for their assistance in making this
investigation.

This article was p.revious./y presented during .(1 1984 ASME technical conlerence.
Paper No. 84-D£7-223.
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Fig. 22-Bearing area curves of tooth
surface.
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Hg. 23-Radii of curvature at the top of roughness curves.
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THE I,N !OVATIVIE, "",SI,LEINT SHaFT"" GEAR SHAJJER.
CUTS, eYc! -E TIME, TOI 1/2!

Milsubishi has developed a new "silelll shaft"
mecl1a11ism lhat OYelcomes the Yibral.ions en-
countered in bigh speed ope.rations of gear shap-
ing and lets you tut the ,cyde' time in balr. Two
silenl. shafts rotati ng mgetber with the
cranksbaft, ,cancels vibralion on the SA25NC Gear
Sbaping Macbine. This innovative mechanism
permits speeds as highi as l,500 strokes per
minule ... yet the' vibration is one lhird of conven·
lional machines.
.Another feallrre of Ihe SA25NC is [be high rolary
feed. The combination of the two features enables
you to, cut gears, Castel imaintaining hign accuracy
and gives tonger too] life to tbe cutter.
Simplified programming, reduced setup times and

many, :many more reatures to save you money.
For more exciting informatioll,. contact our sales
office in. Bensenville, lUinois now!:

IMain Specifications
Max. ella. 01 work

External gear 10' (4" cutter)
Internal gear 4.72~ + cutter dla.

Max. O,P. -, .40P
Max. work width 2.36"
Cutter stroke , 300 -150Ostr/mln
Rotary feed (4· cutler) 0.0004 "/Slr

(at 300 sir/min)
0.00008" Islr
(at 1500' sIr/min)
0'.11-177.16Ipm

Table dla. .. 13"
Main meter power 7.5hp
Machine weight " 11,000 lb.

, ,Mll'TSIUIBlliSIHl1
..._ _. HEAVY IINID!U5'YIRIES. LlFID.

IMitsUblshJ Heavy Lnc:IusVIesAmerica, I'ne.
673 SUpreme, DrlV9, EltlnserMIIIl, IL 60106 Phone. (312) 861).4220

5-1, Maf\.flQJChJ 2.Qlome, Chryoda'ku,liJkyo. Japan MJts--'-'J.hUnte~national Corporation
Gable JId.1ress: HISHIJU mKYO 873 Supreme DrM!, 8er>senv1l!1l, ·IL 00106 PhonlI: (312) 861J.4222
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With G-AGE TY • the complete line of
gear testing and measurement equip-
ment and programs
Some ofthe nicest looking gears start
whining and grumbling as soon as
they're put to work. And that's one kind
of trouble you want to stop before it
starts. You can - easily and efficiently
- with G·AGE test and measurement
products from Gleason.

G-AGE is the most complete gear-in-
spection line of its kind in the world. If
you make or use bevel, hypoid, or helical
gears, there's a G-AGE produ ct for you.
One that will tell you exactly what you
need to know for effective QAJQC
at incoming inspection or at any stage
in gear manufacturing.

How to tell a
troublemaker

frolJ1the strong
Silent type

The
line includes:
• Rolling contact

checkers for your expert inspectors.
• A full range of elemental testers to

check tooth position and geometry or
shape.

• Programs for coordinate measuring to
determine tooth form errors based on
design data and to provide corrective
machine settings.

• Sophisticated single-flank testing sys-
tems that let you investigate transmis-
sion error and most related parameters
of a gear or gear pair.

• The ultimate gear QC system - the

Advanced concepts, baditional
quality. That's the' new Gleasan.
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579 Automatic Data Analysis System.
Interfaced with any G-AGE single-
flank tester, it automatically interprets
test data to give you more answers,
in more usable form, than any other
system.
G-AGE is your key to higher quality

gears. less scrap. lower costs, and a
greater degree ofcontrol than ever before
possible.

Nobody knows more about gears and
gear testing than Gleason. Let us help
you select the G-AGE equipment or
program you need to eliminate potential
troublemakers before they can start a
rumble. Call 716-473-1000 or write
Gleason Works. WOO University
Avenue, Rochester, NY 14692, U.S.A


